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Abstract 

 

The present paper is concerned with the English analytical causative construction make 

someone do something, its semantic subtypes and its Czech translation counterparts. In the 

theoretical part we outline the general aspects of causation, the English means of expressing it, 

the participants of a causative event and different types of causation, before moving on to the 

description of analytical causative constructions in English and, more specifically, the 

constructions with the causative auxiliary make. The practical part is based on the analysis of 

200 random concordances from the parallel corpus InterCorp, English originals and its Czech 

translation counterpart. The translation equivalents are furthermore divided into six categories 

and each of them is analysed separately. The analysis is meant to corroborate or disprove the 

hypothesis that there exists a correlation between the specific semantic subtype of the English 

causative construction and the means used to translate it into Czech. This was not supported by 

the research material as no clear correlation could be determined and the analysis uncovered 

merely some general tendencies of some of the categories. 

Keywords: causation, analytical causative constructions, translation counterparts 

 

 

Abstrakt 

Táto diplomová práca sa zaoberá anglickou analytickou kauzatívnou konštrukciou make 

someone do something, jej sémantickými podtypmi a českými prekladovými náprotivkami. 

V teoretickej časti sa rozoberajú všeobecné aspekty kauzativity, spôsoby, akými sa dá 

v angličtine vyjadriť, účastníci kauzatívnej situácie and rôzne typy kauzativity. Ďalej sú 

popísané analytické kauzatívne konštrukcie v angličtine a konkrétne konštrukcie s pomocným 

kauzatívnym slovesom make. Praktická časť je založené na analýze 200 náhodných 

konkordancií z paralelného korpusu InterCorp, vždy anglické originály a ich české prekladové 

ekvivalenty. Tieto prekladové ekvivalenty sú ďalej rozdelené do šiestich kategórií a každá 

z nich je zvlášť bližšie zanalyzovaná. Táto analýza má slúžiť k tomu, aby potvrdila alebo 

vyvrátila hypotézu, že existuje korelácia medzi konkrétnymi sémantickými podtypmi tejto 

anglickej kauzatívnej konštrukcie a prostriedkami, ktoré sa používajú na jej preklad do češtiny. 

Náš výskumný materiál túto hypotézu nepotvrdil, keďže sa žiadna jasná korelácia nenašla 

a analýza odhalila len všeobecné tendencie u niektorých z kategórií.  

Kľúčové slová: kauzativita, analytické kauzatívne konštrukcie, prekladové ekvivalenty 
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1 Introduction 

 One of the most important things I learned while working on this thesis is that 

causation is present in the discourse much more often than I ever realized. It can be expressed 

in a number of different ways and sometimes the cause-effect relationship is not immediately 

obvious, however, it is still there. One of the most frequent means one uses to express causation 

in English are the analytical causative constructions, which, strictly speaking, do not have a 

completely suitable counterpart in Czech. The translation of such constructions can therefore 

become problematic and translators are often forced to be creative and come up with different 

ways of incorporating the causative relationship in the Czech version of the text.    

Out of all the different analytical causative constructions in English, the present paper 

is focused on the one with the causative auxiliary make, i.e. make someone do something. The 

main goal of the present paper is to provide an overview of the different ways in which the 

English causative construction make someone do something can be translated into Czech. 

Furthermore, based on these Czech translation equivalents, the concrete instances of the use of 

the construction will be classified into categories. It is expected that there will be some kind of 

correlation between the translation strategy and the semantic subtype of the causative make-

construction. 

The theoretical part will, therefore, provide a general description of the semantics of a 

causative relationship and the different ways of expressing it. Moreover, the specific 

characteristics of English analytical causative constructions and their participants will be 

provided before moving on to the specifics of the make someone do something construction. A 

shorter subchapter on causation in Czech is also included. The practical part is therefore based 

on authentic examples of the use of the causative construction in question from English 

literature with their Czech translation counterparts (obtained from the parallel corpus 

InterCorp). 
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2 Theoretical background 

2.1 Semantics of causation 

Let us begin by characterizing the semantics of causation in general and introducing the 

basic concepts of causation, so that the semantics of the main topic of the present paper, the 

periphrastic causative constructions, can be explained later (in 2.2.1). “[E]very human language 

seems to possess a means of expressing the notion of causation, and this ubiquity, in turn, 

indicates the fundamental nature of this cognitive category” (Shibatani 2002: 1). Causation is 

often regarded as “a relation between two events” (Kastovsky 1973: 274). From the linguistic 

point of view, however, it is quite difficult to define it as such, therefore, it is often defined 

through one of the most frequent means of expressing it and the main focus of the current paper: 

the causative verbs. According to Biber et al. (1999: 363) causative verbs “indicate that some 

person or inanimate entity helps to bring about a new state of affairs” while Shibatani (2002: 

11) explains that a “causative verb denotes an action that calls for a particular action or 

condition in another person or object”. Dušková et al. (1994: 208), on the other hand, view 

causation as a subtype of transitivity whereby inherently intransitive verbs are used as transitive 

and the subject of the transitively used verb is the initiator of the action realized by the object. 

Moreno (1993: 160) argues that there are three fundamental semantic components 

“which constitute the core of the semantics of causativity”: purpose, force and transition. For 

example, if we were to consider English verbs that are often used to express causation, such as 

have, let, cause, urge or move, Moreno argues that all of them have at least two of the said 

semantic primitives. Nevertheless, they differ in the emphasis each verb puts on one of the 

components. Let focuses on purpose, while cause, have and urge focus on force and verbs like 

move emphasize transition the most (ibid.: 161). 

Let us now look closer at the semantic structure of causative constructions and how 

they, as mentioned above, relate two events, since this is not always (or rather, rarely) explicitly 

expressed in the sentence. Kastovsky (1973: 275) explains this using the sentence in ex. 1. 

(1) Oliver made Helen laugh gaily. (ibid. 266) 

The crucial question here is how Oliver succeeds in provoking the reaction of laughing in Helen. 

There are obviously a few different possibilities, which may be explicitly described as in exx. 

1a-d. 

      (1a) Oliver's appearance made Helen laugh gaily. (ibid. 275) 
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      (1b) Oliver´s jokes made Helen laugh gaily. (ibid.) 

      (1c) Oliver made Helen laugh gaily by telling dirty jokes. (ibid.) 

      (1d) Oliver made Helen laugh gaily by tickling her. (ibid.) 

 

From these reformulated sentences it is apparent that the thing that actually causes Helen to 

laugh is a state or an event and no longer Oliver himself. Oliver is merely a noun phrase “which 

has been raised out of an embedded sentence to form the subject of the higher clause” or in 

other words he is “the remnant of an implicit clause, which as a whole is instrumental to Helen's 

laughing” (ibid.). The sentence in ex. 1 thus contains one of the following underlying structures 

depending on the precise nature of the instrumental event.: BY LOOKING A CERTAIN WAY, 

Oliver causes Helen to laugh gaily (1a) or Oliver DOES SOMETHING WHICH causes Helen 

to laugh gaily (1b) or BY DOING SOMETHING Oliver causes Helen to laugh gaily (1c-d) 

(ibid.).  

 This explanation, however, does not suit if the subject of the sentence is inanimate, 

such as in exx. 2 and 3.  

(2) The evidence made Perry be certain that he would win the case. (ibid.) 

(3) The evidence convinced Perry that he would win the case. (ibid.) 

 

The evidence, of course, cannot perform any action to convince Perry but neither is it the mere 

existence of the evidence that convinces him. It is a particular aspect of the evidence such as its 

nature or its amount or strength, that has this effect. Thus, we must assume that the subjects of 

2 and 3 are “also part of an underlying clause, presumably of a predicative nature” (ibid: 275-

276). Kastovsky (1973: 277) therefore concludes that predicates of the type CAUSE always 

relate two sentences of which the first one is “instrumental to the causative relation” and the 

second one “states the result of the causative process”.   

 

2.2 Means of expressing causation and types of causative constructions 

 Causation can be expressed by a number of different means: “a preposition (e.g. as a 

result of, due to), a conjunction (e.g. because, since), an adverb (e.g. consequently, thereby), a 

verb (e.g. cause, kill), etc.” (Gilquin 2008: 178). Unlike many other languages, English does 

not have productive causative morphemes and instead relies on “a large number of transitive 

verbs that are causative in meaning but that defy morphological identification of a causative 

element” (Shibatani 2002: 2). These are called causative auxiliaries and they will be the main 

focus of the present paper. On top of that, there are also synthetic causative verbs, in which a 
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single verb form expresses the fusion of the resulting state or event with the causative meaning 

of make, e.g. make something fall = fell or make somebody believe = persuade  

(Altenberg 2002: 99). 

 Kastovsky (1973: 266-270) furthermore distinguishes three types of constructions with 

a causative relationship:  

1. Explicit causative constructions involving a causative auxiliary 

2. Explicit causative constructions involving a causative verb derived from a non-

causative basis 

3. Implicit causative constructions involving verbs only semantically analyzable as 

causatives 

The following sentences in the exx. 4-10 illustrate the three types. The present paper will focus 

on the first type, namely the construction with a causative auxiliary, more usually referred to as 

the “periphrastic causative construction” or the “analytic causative construction” (Kemmer and 

Verhagen 1994: 115), which will be further described in the following chapter.  

(4) The court made business legal. (1.) (Kastovsky 1973: 266) 

(5) John made Bill fall. (1.) (ibid.) 

(6) Mary had John come to the meeting. (1.) (ibid.) 

(7) The king made the peasant a nobleman. (1.) (ibid.) 

(8) The court legalized the business. (2.) (ibid.) 

(9) The government demilitarized the zone. (2.) (ibid.) 

(10) John felled the tree. (3.) (ibid.) 

 

2.2.1 Periphrastic causative constructions 

“Periphrastic causative constructions are two-part configurations consisting of a verb, 

such as make or have in English, controlling a non-finite complement clause” (Gilquin 2008: 

178) e.g. I made him leave or Seeing him again caused her to lose her composure. Kemmer and 

Verhagen (1994: 117) label the first verb as “a predicate of causation” and the second one as “a 

predicate of effect” and the effected predicate must be in some way causally dependent on the 

action of the sentence's subject. Considering the morphological features of the structure, only 

one of the two verbs involved, namely the causative predicate, formally bears tense or aspect 

marking while the effected predicate appears in the infinitive form (ibid: 118). Altenberg (2002: 

99) further explains that periphrastic causative constructions are “complex-transitive 

structures” where the “ʻraisedʼ object and the complement are notionally equivalent to the 

subject and predication of a related clause which expresses the result of the causative event”. 
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For example, the related clause expressing the result of the event in ex. 1, where Helen is the 

raised object and laugh gaily is the complement, would be Helen laughed gaily, where Helen 

is the subject and laughed gaily is the predication.  

Kemmer and Verhagen (1994: 122-3) formally differentiate two types of causative 

constructions: intransitive causative constructions (ex.11), where the effected predicate is a one-

participant event and transitive causative constructions (ex. 12), in which the effected predicate 

is a two-participant event. 

(11) I made Mary cry. (ibid. 115) 

(12) I made her eat some cake. (ibid. 122) 

Gilquin (2008: 180) describes the general pattern of English periphrastic causative 

constructions as including a causative verb, which is followed by a non-finite complement, 

there is a CAUSER initiating the caused event and a CAUSEE performing the action described 

by the non-finite complement. The central element of these constructions is thus the causative 

verb (Gilquin 2010: 104). Givón (1993: 132) describes causative verbs as a subtype of 

manipulative verbs, which can be defined semantically as follows: 

a. The main clause has a human agent that manipulates the behavior of another human, the 

manipulee.  

b. The agent of the complement clause is co-referential with the manipulee of the main 

clause. 

c. The complement clause codes the target event to be performed by the manipulee.  

The syntactic definition of manipulative verbs: 

a. The agent of the main clause is its subject. 

b. The manipulee of the main clause is its direct object.  

c. The manipulee is also the subject of the complement clause, but it is left unexpressed. 

d. The complement-clause verb appears in an infinitive (or nominal) form, lacking any 

tense, aspect, modality or verb-agreement morphology.  

The verbs that we call causative express according to Givón “successful manipulation”, 

meaning that “if the main-clause proposition is true, the complement proposition is also true” 

(ibid. 133). Shibatani (2002: 3) also stresses the difference between causative and non-causative 

verbs and claims that the way to recognize and delimit the causative ones is that they “convey 

events brought about by an external agent” and the conveyed event must “entail a change in the 
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patient”. Therefore, while the construction in ex. 13 is considered causative, the one in ex. 14 

is not. Furthermore, these verbs, when used in the periphrastic causative constructions, have 

very little semantic content of their own and merely express the idea of causation, especially 

when contrasted with other causative verbs in English, such as persuade or order (Gilquin 2008: 

179). 

(13) John forced Bill to leave. (causative) (Shibatani 2002: 3) 

(14) John told Bill to leave. (non-causative) (ibid.) 

 

Haspelmath (1993: 90) also contrasts causative verbs with inchoative verbs. An 

inchoative/causative verb pair is defined semantically as two verbs that ultimately express the 

same situation. The only difference is that “the causative verb meaning includes an agent 

participant who causes the situation, whereas the inchoative verb meaning excludes a causing 

agent and presents the situation as occurring spontaneously” (ibid.). This contrast is illustrated 

by the pair of exx. 15 and 16, where ex. 15 represents the inchoative meaning and ex. 16 the 

causative one. Generally, inchoative verbs are intransitive, and the causative ones are transitive, 

although the “inchoative/causative opposition is much more restricted than the 

intransitive/transitive opposition” (ibid.).  

(15) The stick broke. (ibid.) 

(16) The girl broke the stick. (ibid.) 

2.3 Participants in a causative construction 

The lack of semantic content in the causative verb central to the periphrastic causative 

construction entails that it does not “introduce the kinds of specific semantic roles evoked by a 

fully elaborate predicate expressing cause”, such as agent, patient, etc. (Kemmer and Verhagen 

1994: 119). Nevertheless, there are still some semantic roles represented by the “core 

participants in causative events” (ibid.), i.e. the CAUSER, the CAUSEE and in some cases also 

the AFFECTEE. The effected predicate is also an important element in the causative 

constructions. In the following subchapters, each of these participants will be further described.  

The various types of participants interact with each causative auxiliary in a different 

way, for example, some structures are quite restricted considering the effected predicates they 

occur with, while other are freer in this respect. Particular structures may also have a tendency 

to occur with a specific type of a CAUSER or a CAUSEE and some constructions are even 

restricted to one type, as in the case of causative have which only occurs with human CAUSEES 

(ibid. 121). 
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2.3.1. The CAUSER 

 The CAUSER is usually the first obligatory element in a causative construction, 

although not necessarily in all the instances (Gilquin 2010: 108). It is, however, in any case, 

always the starting point of the causative situation, since it is the “entity viewed as causing the 

entire event” (Kemmer and Verhagen 1994: 119). Ex. 17 represents a typical periphrastic 

causative construction with all the participants present, where She is the CAUSER or, using the 

more general terms for semantic roles, the agent. As explained in 2.1, one of the fundamental 

semantic components of causativity is transition, meaning that something with certain attribute 

acquires a new attribute in the causative event, which is related to the original attribute. The 

causative event in ex. 18 denoted by break conveys a transition between two states of the object 

(the glass), from the state where it was not broken into another state where it is. In order to 

bring about such a transition, the CAUSER must exert certain force, like John in ex. 18. The 

CAUSER may either act on purpose, but the event may also occur by accident as in ex. 19 

(Moreno 1993: 159). In both cases, nevertheless, John remains the CAUSER, the first element 

of the action chain of the whole event (Gilquin 2010: 108). 

(17) She made him type the letter. (Kemmer and Verhagen 1994: 119) 

(18) John broke the glass. (Moreno 1993: 159) 

(19) John accidentally broke the glass. (ibid.) 

Gilquin (2010) produced an elaborate study and analysis of each periphrastic causative 

construction in English and described their characteristics also with respect to the participants. 

According to her, definite CAUSERS are generally more typical of causative constructions than 

indefinite ones and most of the constructions involve animate CAUSERS. There are, however, 

two exceptions, namely the constructions [X cause Y Vto-inf] and [X make Y Vinf], which more 

typically employ inanimate CAUSERS (Gilquin 2010: 111).  

 Lemmens (in Gilquin 2010: 113-115) classified CAUSERS into six semantic types: 

“human”, “human-like” (e.g. governments, agencies), “animal”, “organism”, “physical object” 

and “abstract object”. These are illustrated by exx. 20-25. There were also two additional types 

created, called the “indeterminate human” (ex. 26) and “indeterminate object” (ex. 27) for 

instances where it was clear from the context whether the CAUSER is a human or an object, 

but other properties of the CAUSER to determine their exact nature are unknown (ibid. 114). 

(20) Kelly's been and had had her hair dyed. (ibid.) 
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(21) And any school can get a lecturer to come out, subject to availability of course, to give 

one of these? (ibid.) 

(22) Male canaries sing at least in part to make females prepare for reproduction. (ibid.) 

(23) The autoantibodies cause the junctions to break down and the keratinocytes to separate 

(acantholysis) giving rise to the formation of blisters. (ibid.) 

(24) he reckoned that, that my blanket made him feel worse (ibid.) 

(25) it is chance that causes us to stumble upon it (both the problem and the possible 

solution) in the first place. (ibid. 115) 

(26) Failure to comply with SAO is a summary offence, as is failure to cause a pupil 

registered at a school to attend regularly. (ibid.) 

(27) I just, I tell you what, I, I know it sounds nasty, but I am glad that Penny is some way 

has had something that has made her realise what the place was all about. (ibid.) 

 

2.3.2. The CAUSEE 

 The second participant in the causative chain of events is the CAUSEE. The CAUSEE 

is the participant which carries out the “activity designated by the effected predicate” (Kemmer 

and Verhagen 1994: 119), i.e. him in ex. 17. In some languages, Kemmer and Verhagen (ibid.) 

point out, the CAUSEE need not be explicitly expressed but in English it always is. Gilquin's 

(2010: 115) research shows that when it comes to the parts of speech the role of the CAUSEE 

is realized by, the English causative constructions show a clear preference for nouns as opposed 

to pronouns. The only exception is once again the [X make Y Vinf] construction, which, quite 

the opposite, prefers pronominal CAUSEES, as is also the instance of ex. 17. Like CAUSERS, 

CAUSEES in English may be animate or inanimate, specific or generic, physical or abstract, 

etc.  

 

2.3.3 The AFFECTEE 

 The AFFECTEE (also called “the patient”) is an optional element of the causative 

construction. If present, however, it is “the entity that is the endpoint of the energy (literal or 

metaphorical) expended in the entire causative event” (Kemmer and Verhagen 1994: 119). In 

the case of ex. 17 the AFFECTEE would then be the letter. According to Gilquin (2010: 131), 

unlike CAUSERS and CAUSEES, patients tend to be objects, either abstract or physical, rather 
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than human or human-like entities. Considering the form of the AFFECTEE, it may be nominal 

as in ex. 17 but also expressed by a clause, as in ex. 28.  

(28) …it makes me think that maybe I could have that (ibid. 133) 

 

2.3.4 The effect 

 Although the effect (also referred to as “the effected predicate”) is not a participant of 

a causative construction per se, it is its crucial element, which describes the resulting situation. 

The first category to classify the effected predicate by is transitivity. The predicate may be 

transitive (ex. 29), intransitive (ex. 30), ditransitive (ex. 31) or copular (ex. 32) The effect may 

also be dynamic (ex. 33) or stative (ex. 34) (ibid. 123-124). 

(29) But they said they will get this room done. (ibid. 123) 

(30) He had him playing yesterday. (ibid. 124) 

(31) I shall definitely get him to give us a lift. (ibid.) 

(32) It is not as straightforward as I made it appear. (ibid. 124) 

(33) It is important for parents not to supplement the diet with high sugar and salt content 

snacks in an effort to get their child to eat. (ibid.) 

(34) It makes the teacher think that this is a question of carelessness. (ibid.) 

Effects are furthermore classified by their functional category dividing them into 

material, mental and relational processes. The first type, material processes, refers to events that 

involve an agent which does something, possibly to another entity (ex. 35). Mental processes 

describe sensing rather than doing, therefore they are connected to predicates of thinking, 

feeling or perceiving (ex. 36). Lastly, relational processes are processes of being, which 

characterize and identify (ex. 37) (ibid. 126). 

(35) If I get him to drive me round now I'll remember which way to go. (ibid.) 

(36) It isn't going to be much good if it just makes everyone worry. (ibid.) 

(37) Right, you've got to make it sound really interesting. (ibid.) 

The final category to classify effects is by volition. Effected predicates may be either 

volitional or non-volitional. A volitional predicate is the case when the CAUSEE does 

something on purpose, meaning that the action involves their will (ex. 38). On the other hand, 

a non-volitional effect involves a predicate which “happens independently of the CAUSEE's 

will” (ex. 39) (ibid. 127). A verb on its own, however, is not intrinsically volitional or non-
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volitional. It is the context that determines its volitional or non-volitional character. This means 

that the same verb may be understood as volitional in one sentence and non-volitional in 

another, e.g. describe, which is volitional in ex. 40 and non-volitional in ex. 41, since the 

CAUSEE is inanimate (ibid.). 

(38) She could have her Mum call her at home. (ibid.) 

(39) Does it make me look clever? (ibid.) 

(40) Again it is this incomprehension of social mobility which seems to have caused my 

ACC [Army Catering Corps] to describe an officer who took a degree and then left to 

become a solicitor as “a bad experience for the force”. (ibid.) 

(41) If a string is attached to load W which is free to slide without interference, then 

movements of the string in the direction of the arrow will cause W to describe a tractrix. 

(ibid. 128) 

2.4 Types of causation 

 Now that all the possible participants and elements of the causative construction have 

been described together with their attributes, we may proceed to the different typologies of 

causation. The typologies are based on the semantics of the participants, of the causing verb, 

the level of directness of the whole causative situation, etc.  

2.4.1 Active vs. stative causation 

 Kastovsky (1973: 276) distinguishes between active and stative causation based on the 

semantics of the causing predicate. The former type involves someone being actively engaged 

in causing something, which means that the pro-verb of the causing clause in the underlying 

structure would be do or act or any other non-stative verb. In the stative causation the factor 

that causes everything is a state and nothing is actively done to bring about certain events. In 

this respect the sentence in ex. 1 may be ambiguous, depending on the exact nature of the 

causative event, which is not explicitly described in the sentence, and which results in different 

underlying constructions, as explained in section 2.1. If the sentence's aspect, however, changed 

to progressive, as in ex. 42, it would unambiguously express active causation. 

(42) Oliver was making Helen laugh. (ibid.) 

As was mentioned, the causing predicate is not always explicitly expressed in the 

causative construction. It may be, like tell in ex. 1c or tickle in ex. 1d but in many instances the 

verb is missing, as in exx. 1a and 1b, or finally, everything can be left out except for the subject 

of the causative clause which also becomes the subject of the surface structure, as Oliver in the 
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original sentence in ex. 1. In order to decide whether the sentence expresses active or stative 

causation, one must frequently go in depth and determine the underlying structure. An active 

causation would thus be the case of the underlying structure involving the causative verb with 

the feature do (i.e. CAUSE+DO), while in stative causation this feature would be missing. There 

is no prototypical predicate in the underlying structure that could be added to cause to form the 

stative causation, therefore one must only rely on the do feature missing (i.e. CAUSE-DO) 

(ibid. 276-277).  

 

2.4.2 Direct vs. indirect causation 

 Shibatani (2002: 11) emphasizes the distinction between the direct and indirect 

causation. In the direct or “contactive” causation the CAUSER “does something to the object, 

bringing about its new condition by direct contact”, while in the case of indirect or “distant” 

causation the CAUSER uses an “intermediary agent and serves only as the ʻinstigatorʼ of the 

act” (ibid.). The contrast between these two types of causation is illustrated by exx. 43 and 44. 

In ex. 43 the CAUSERS Ram obviously comes into direct contact with the CAUSEE/patient, 

the mirror. In ex. 44, however, there is an intermediary agent involved, namely Ram, and thus, 

the relation of the CAUSER to the ultimate CAUSEE/patient is more distant, or rather indirect. 

It is the intermediary agent who mediates between the initial agent/CAUSER and the resulting 

state of the CAUSEE/patient. Kemmer and Verhagen (1994: 120) also refer to this type as 

“mediated causation”. The intermediary agent may not always be explicitly expressed, 

nevertheless, its presence is a “defining feature of the relevant contrast between direct and 

indirect causation” (Shibatani 2002: 12). All in all, Shibatani has a wider view of causation and 

also considers instances that lack the actual CAUSEE as for example Kemmer and Verhagen 

would see it. What Shibatani sees as the CAUSEE/patient (i.e. the mirror in exx. 43 and 44), 

Kemmer and Verhangen would consider the AFFECTEE.  

(43) Ram broke the mirror. (Shibatani 2002: 11) 

(44) Shyam made Ram break the mirror. (ibid.)  

 

2.4.3 Talmy's four-way classification 

 Talmy (in Gilquin 2010: 119) introduced a four-way classification of causative events 

based on the animacy of the CAUSER and the CAUSEE and their interaction. His classification 

includes four types of causation:  
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a. Inducive 

b. Volitional 

c. Affective 

d. Physical  

In inducive causation an animate CAUSER acts on an animate CAUSEE. In volitional causation 

the CAUSER is still animate but the CAUSEE is inanimate. Affective causation involves an 

inanimate CAUSER acting on an animate CAUSEE and in physical causation both the 

CAUSER and the CAUSEE are inanimate. Table 1 illustrates this distinction for easier 

orientation. Exx. 45-48 represent each of the four types respectively. Gilquin (ibid.) also notes 

that inducive causation is the most frequent type in English.  

CAUSER CAUSEE → Causation 

animate animate inducive 

animate inanimate volitional 

inanimate animate affective 

inanimate inanimate physical 

Table 1: Types of causation based on the animacy of the CAUSER and the CAUSEE 

(45) …we had Martin assessed by an independent tutor… - inducive (ibid. 120) 

(46) But you've managed to get so many exciting things going. – volitional (ibid.) 

(47) The present state of the hospice movement and continuing research on pain make us 

ask… - affective (ibid.) 

(48) Productivity gains expected may be seriously constrained because of ingrained 

attitudes which cause human behavior to change slower than the potential rendered 

by technology or even go in a direction directly opposed to the requirements of the 

system. – physical (ibid.) 

 

Like Shibatani, Kemmer and Verhagen (1994: 120) also mention the dichotomy 

direct/indirect (mediated) causation along with other parameters, which interact, and the result 

of this interaction are the main types of causation. Apart from the direct/mediated causation 

they also talk about the distinction between the physical and non-physical causation, where the 

crucial feature is the degree of autonomy of the CAUSEE. In physical causation the CAUSEE 

has a low degree of autonomy or control. Their third parameter is the “cause per se vs. 

enablement and permission” (ibid., emphasis original). These interacting result in the three 

main types of causation: direct physical causation, indirect physical causation and inducive 

causation. 
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In direct physical causation the CAUSER acts on the CAUSEE directly without a third 

intervening entity (ex. 49) while indirect physical causation involves “some intermediary 

physical process” through which the CAUSER brings about the new state of events (ex. 50). In 

the case of inducive causation the CAUSEE is an “agentive entity who is caused to act by some 

non-physical means, typically by some verbal stimulus produced by the CAUSER” (ibid.), as 

in ex. 51. All of these three types involve the CAUSEE exerting some kind of force, whether it 

is concrete or abstract, in order for the effected event to be successfully accomplished. In other 

words, the CAUSEE is required to overcome certain conceived resistance, which differs these 

three types of causation from the fourth type, the enablement/permission (ibid.). 

(49) She made it fall over by pushing on it. (ibid. 119) 

(50) She made it fall over by rolling the ball into it. (ibid.) 

(51) She had him type the letter. (ibid.) 

(52) She let the water run out of the bathtub. (ibid.) 

(53) She let him eat some of the brownies. (ibid.) 

In the enablement/permission type the situation is more or less the opposite. The 

CAUSEE does not need to exert force to overcome an obstacle, but the CAUSER removes “a 

conceived barrier that was preventing the CAUSEE from carrying out or undergoing the 

effected event” (ibid.). The barrier may be physical, which is the case of enablement (ex. 52), 

or it may be of social or socio-physical nature, which refers to permission (ex. 53). To 

summarize, Kemmer and Verhagen (ibid.) thus distinguish four main types of causation: 

a. Direct physical causation 

b. Indirect physical causation 

c. Inducive causation 

d. Enablement/permission 

2.5. Causative make 

 We will now proceed to the main focus of the present paper, which are periphrastic 

causative constructions with make as the causative auxiliary. According to Lauer (2010: 2), 

these constructions are the most frequent of the causative constructions in English, especially 

considering the spoken language. The verb make in general is quite versatile and has many 

different meanings and uses. In fact, it is the case of most high-frequency verbs that they have 

“undergone various meaning extensions resulting in a high degree of polysemy and language-
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specific uses” (Altenberg 2002: 97). Table 2 illustrates the 8 major categories of the different 

meanings and uses of make as classified by Altenberg and Granger (2001: 177). 

1. produce sth (result of creation) make furniture, make a hole, make a law 

2. delexical uses make a distinction/ a decision/ a reform 

3. causative uses make sb believe sth, make sth possible  

4. earn (money) make a fortune, a living  

5. link verb uses she will make a good teacher 

6. make it (idiomatic) if we run, we should make it 

7. phrasal/prepositional uses make out, make up, make out of 

8. other conventional uses make good make one's way 

Table 2: Eight major categories of meanings of make 

 Another important feature of high-frequency verbs is that they “express basic universal 

meanings and consequently have equivalents in most languages” (Altenberg 2002: 97). Moreno 

(1993: 158) also notes that make (or more precisely, its equivalent in the respective language) 

very frequently acquires the causative meaning in many languages apart from English (e.g. faire 

in French). He explains this by “describing the hypothetical semantic process [of] transforming 

a “make”-verb into a causative verb” and listing the three principal uses of the verb (ibid.). The 

first selected use is the meaning in which an agent creates an actual physical object, as in ex. 

54. This is the original meaning of make, where the process involves the subject carrying out 

an action and, consequently, a new object, which Moreno calls “the effected object” (ibid.) is 

created. 

 However, in many languages including English, other nouns denoting nonphysical 

entities can also be created. We can therefore use the verb make to describe the process of 

production of an abstract entity, as in ex. 55. This development opposes make to verbs such as 

manufacture or build, which, unlike make, can only denote the production of physical objects. 

The final step of the semantic process is the causative (or syntactic) use, where “the effective 

relationship is extended to events” (ibid.). 

(54) He made paper flowers. (ibid. 156) 

(55) They made an agreement. (ibid. 158) 

In further explaining the process Moreno returns to his three semantic primitives as 

described in section 2.1 about causation in general and in section 2.3.1 about the CAUSER. To 

summarize the three primitives are transition (TR), force (F) and purpose (P). The agent must 
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exert certain force in order to bring about a transition and they may do so on purpose or by 

accident. This implies that transition and force are internal semantic components of a causative 

process while purpose is external. In other words, a causative process is possible without 

purpose, however, it is not possible without transition of force (ibid. 159).  

Moreno furthermore argues that the reason “make”-verbs acquire causative meaning in 

so many languages is that “this verb normally denotes a purposive, transitional and induced 

process in many unrelated languages” (ibid.). All the causative uses of the verb present the 

primitives TR and F and optionally P. Moreno therefore predicts that the corresponding 

“make”-verb in a language can only develop a causative meaning if it includes at least the two 

internal semantic primitives: TR and F. In other words, the verb must denote a possibly 

purposive transitional process realized by a force, which is the case of many world´s languages. 

This is also one of the possible factors that differentiates the verbs make and do in English. 

While make has all three semantic primitives, do lacks F, therefore it has not developed a 

causative meaning. 

Make in its causative sense is a complex-transitive verb which may involve three types 

of object + complement constructions: adjective structures (make something possible), noun 

structures (make somebody a star) and verb structures (make somebody realize something) 

(Altenberg and Granger 2001: 181). The present paper will mainly focus on the last type, which 

Gilquin (2010: 103) also labels as [X make Y Vinf] structure. Her in-depth analysis of the 

different causative constructions provides an insight into the important features of the structure 

of interest considering the participants it tends to associate with. 

 

2.5.1 Gilquin's analysis of the [X make Y Vinf] structure 

This section stems from the extensive in-depth analysis of the ten English causative 

constructions by Gilquin (2010), where she studies them and compares their distinctive features, 

which are defines as “parameters that make one (or several) construction(s) significantly 

different from the others” (Gilquin 2010: 104). The following subchapter provides on overview 

of the distinctive features of the construction [X MAKE Y Vinf], which is the main focus of the 

present paper. First of all, similarly to cause, make is typically found with simple present. 

However, while with cause the simple present is used to refer to universal truths, with make it 

has other functions, as illustrated by ex. 56. (ibid. 108). In terms of the role of the CAUSER, 

the structure [X MAKE Y Vinf] is distinctly associated with generic and inanimate CAUSERS 
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(ex. 57) (ibid. 111). More specifically, the CAUSERS may be both physical and abstract 

objects, nevertheless, the abstract ones are significantly more common in terms of frequency 

(ibid. 115). The form of the CAUSER distinctively associated with this structure is the nominal 

CAUSER (ibid. 108). The structure is noticeably associated with indeterminate objects also, 

which may partly be explained by the frequent use of the interrogative pronoun what as the 

subject (ex. 58) (ibid. 115). 

(56) God that [a good shot] makes me look like a good player, doesn't it? (ibid. 108) 

(57) and we also know that advertising reinforces smoking, it makes, makes people think 

that smoking is okay. (ibid. 112) 

(58) What makes you think you're not [a mental case]? (ibid. 115) 

The [X MAKE Y Vinf] structure will be furthermore considered in terms of the 

characteristics of the CAUSEE, This particular construction is distinctively associated with 

first-person (ex. 59) and second-person CAUSEES (ex. 60), which clearly differentiates is from 

the other causative constructions, which are typically found with third-person CAUSEES (ibid. 

117). It is also the only of the causative constructions distinctly associated with definite 

CAUSEES, as in ex. 61. The animacy of the CAUSEE is equally important and just like 

CAUSERS, the typical CAUSEES in [X MAKE Y Vinf] are inanimate, as in ex. 62 (ibid. 118). 

(59) I'm listening to what people are saying tonight, it's it's sort of making me feel a bit sick 

what they're saying. (ibid. 117) 

(60) It makes you think of summer dunnit? (ibid.) 

(61) She said oh it makes our house and garden seem so small. (ibid.) 

(62) …the process of making practice conform to a preconceived conceptual pattern. (ibid. 

118-119) 

The following element to consider is the effected predicate. [X MAKE Y Vinf] is 

distinctively associated with copular effects, as in ex. 63 (ibid. 123). It is also the only causative 

construction distinctively associated with stative effects (ex. 34) (ibid. 125). It is furthermore 

characterized by mental effects, as illustrated by ex. 36, although relational effects also occur 

with the constructions distinctively, as shown in ex. 37 (ibid. 126). In terms of volitionality, the 

structure is associated with non-volitional effects (ibid. 128). The final participant of a causative 

construction to consider is the patient and the only distinctive feature associated with the [X 

MAKE Y Vinf] structure to mention is that it is frequently found with clausal patients, as in ex. 

64 (ibid. 131). 
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(63) And in one respect it's not quite erm as straightforward as I've made it appear… (ibid. 

124) 

(64) …seeing it on television it makes me think that maybe I could have that (ibid. 133) 

The last characteristic to mention perhaps is that [X MAKE Y Vinf] is associated with 

three types of causation when considering Talmy's four-way classification: volitional, affective 

and physical (ibid. 134). All in all, Gilquin concludes that [X MAKE Y Vinf] is the most flexible 

and versatile one of all the causative constructions, since “it attracts the largest number of 

distinctive features” (ibid.) and “it tends to be associated with several values of a given 

parameter […] rather than being essentially restricted to one” (ibid. 143). Kemmer and 

Verhagen (1994: 120) support this claim by stating that make can be used to express three out 

of the four of their types of causation as listed in section 2.4.3: direct physical, indirect physical 

and inducive causation.  

 

2.5.2 The meaning of causative make 

 Causative make is often said to be associated with coercion as its most typical meaning 

(Gilquin 2010: 113). Coercion denotes forcing somebody to do something “by an exercise of 

influence, authority, or violence” (ibid. 129). Indeed, as Wierzbicka (2014: 121) claims, make 

causative implies certain type of power relation between the CAUSER and the CAUSEE and 

suggests that the CAUSEE is acting unwillingly. It is “quite compatible with exercises in 

arbitrary power, deliberate cruelty, malice, punishment, and so on” (ibid. 122). It is also 

interesting that make constructions allow passive voice, which is evidence for the CAUSEE 

being “the target of the CAUSER action”, therefore it can be “topicalized” by this means (ibid.). 

However, according to Gilquin (2010: 129) there are three necessary conditions for a verb to 

be able to express coercion: an animate CAUSER, an animate CAUSEE and a volitional effect. 

If only one of these conditions fails to be fulfilled, then coercion cannot be expressed (ibid.), 

since, logically, “one cannot force a person to do something that is not dependent on their will” 

(Gilquin 2008: 187-188). On the other hand, an animate CAUSER need not necessarily entail 

that the meaning of the sentence is coercive, as illustrated by the difference between ex. 65, 

which is coercive and ex. 66, which is not. Lauer (2010: 12), nevertheless, also accepts 

sentences with inanimate CAUSER (or, more precisely, “non-volitional CAUSER”) as capable 

of expressing coercion, like the one in ex. 67.  

(65) Daddy's gonna make me eat some tomato… (Gilquin 2010: 113) 
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(66) Coleridge […] was always more concerned to make his opinions square with 

Christianity. (ibid.) 

(67) The data made me do it. (Lauer 2010: 12) 

The association of make with coercive meaning is so strong that for example Givón (in 

Gilquin 2010: 99) comes to the conclusion that it can only occur with agentive CAUSERS and 

therefore refuses sentences “such as *John's behaviour made Mary quit her job or *The political 

situation made Mary quit her job” (ibid.). Nevertheless, it only takes the few examples listed in 

the previous chapters to prove that the CAUSER of a make-construction need not necessarily 

be agentive. In fact, as we have mentioned, the structure [X make Y Vinf] is significantly more 

frequently found with inanimate CAUSERS as well as inanimate CAUSEES. On top of that, 

the most frequent type of effected predicate statistically found with causative make is non-

volitional. Gilquin (ibid. 113) therefore concludes that “coercion cannot be the most common 

meaning of the construction”. 

The question therefore remains: what is the principal meaning of causative make? Lauer 

(2010) wrote an extensive pragmatic study with the intention to answer precisely this question. 

His original idea is that “make is a stronger version of cause, that it is ʻcause plusʼ something 

else” (Lauer 2010: 3), which, however, immediately poses another question: cause plus what? 

Indeed, coercion is one of the options, since it arises quite frequently when the effected 

predicate denotes a volitional action. Lauer furthermore mentions a quote by Dixon (in ibid. 4): 

“It is generally only appropriate to use a make construction when the subject of the complement 

clause is […] impending the success of the activity; make refers to overcoming this impedance”. 

This, however, could not apply to the cases where the effected predicate denotes experience, as 

in ex. 68. On the topic of coercion, Lauer finally concludes that make constructions with a 

volitional effected predicate entail ʻminimalʼ coercive implication (meaning that the CAUSEE 

had no choice to do otherwise), however, this implication is not brought about by make as such 

but by the combination of the meaning of make together with the meaning of its complement 

(ibid. 14). There have furthermore been some suggestions that make implies that “the CAUSER 

intended to bring about the caused event” (ibid.), which again does not prove correct in all the 

cases, since, as we mentioned, the CAUSERS of make constructions are frequently inanimate 

and even if the CAUSER is animate, bringing about the caused event may not necessarily be 

their purpose or intention, as in ex. 69. Lauer (ibid. 5), in fact, eventually rejects the idea that 

make is a hyponym of cause and tries to define it independently. Although in many cases the 

two verbs can be used interchangeably, there are also instances where make is suitable but cause 
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is not, as in ex. 70 a. and b. The conclusion to this problematic is that the meanings of cause 

and make overlap to a sufficient extent so that they can be used interchangeably in some 

instances but neither of the verbs is stronger than the other one. This makes cause and make 

“logically independent (though compatible)” (ibid. 6).  

(68) His attentions made her feel giddy. (ibid. 4) 

(69) Yes, I accidentally made [my 3-year old son] fall off the boogie board because holding 

the board and two bottles of fish food was a little too much.  (ibid. 5) 

(70) a. I made myself work out three times a week. 

  b. ?? I caused myself to work out three times a week. (ibid.) 

The next issue is whether make entails counterfactual necessity, as for example 

Wierzbicka (ibid. 7) claims it does. She gives the following scheme which should describe 

every make construction: Z would not have happened (to Y) or Y would not have done Z IF X 

had not done something or X had not have happened, where Y is the CAUSEE, X is the 

CAUSER of the causing event and Z is the effect. Lauer contradicts this claim and believes that 

make constructions, in fact, never predicate counterfactual necessity. He explains this using ex. 

71. If make entailed counterfactual necessity, the sentences in the example would be incoherent 

but they are not. His conclusion is that although make constructions are often understood as 

asserting counterfactual necessity, it is not so always, therefore counterfactual necessity cannot 

be an entailment of make (ibid. 8). Instead, he suggests that it asserts causal sufficiency, namely 

that “given the cause, the effect was inevitable, in a weak sense to be made precise” (ibid.). He 

further explains it in the following way: “In order to establish causal sufficiency, we have to 

check certain alternative courses of affairs, besides the actual one. If in all these alternative 

courses of affairs in which the cause happens, the effect happens, as well, then the cause is 

causally sufficient for the effect” (ibid. 9, bold in original). The alternative courses of affairs 

that should be considered are the ones “whose past, up to the point of the occurrence of the 

cause, is the same as the actual one” (ibid.). He also imposes another additional requirement on 

make causatives, namely that “prior to the causing event c, it must have been possible that the 

effect would not occur” or in other words “if c had not happened, e might not have happened” 

(ibid. 11). 

(71) I was not sure if I should go to band camp last year, but then my mother insisted that I 

go. I am so happy that she made go. I had the best summer ever. (ibid. 8) 
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The previous analysis brings about another problematic: “if make only predicates causal 

sufficiency, but not causal necessity, how do we explain the strong intuition that some (perhaps 

many) utterances of make-sentences appear to imply necessity?” (ibid. 15). Lauer explains it as 

a consequence of a general phenomenon that statements of sufficiency often appear to entail 

necessity. We can look at ex. 72. If we only considered the make sentence in the first part of 

the example in isolation, especially without the emphatic finally, it would appear that the 

husband's arrest was the sole reason for the speaker to get a divorce and therefore a necessary 

condition. The following context, however, proves us otherwise.  

(72) My husband's arrest (finally) made me get a divorce…Even if his arrest had not made 

me do it, I might have gotten a divorce anyways, given the way he treated me. (ibid. 16) 

 

2.5.3 Wierzbicka's types of causative make constructions 

 In the previous subchapters we have already described various types and 

classifications of causation, such as active/stative, direct/indirect, 

inducive/volitional/affective/physical, etc. Despite these categories being used frequently to 

describe causative constructions and relations, Wierzbicka (2014: 117) considers these “ready-

made labels” to be “often more misleading than helpful and they don't have much explanatory 

or predictive power, for the meaning of the constructions to which they are applied differs from 

language to language”. According to her the individual causative constructions are usually quite 

unique in their meaning or in the meaning they convey, especially considering different 

languages, although, naturally, there are some recurring motives and similarities (ibid.). This 

also applies to make constructions, which the English language has a number of, and each 

“constitutes a unique configuration of components” (ibid. 126).  

 Wierzbicka (ibid.) suggests an overall theme of a make construction in general as 

consisting of two components: causal and counterfactual. The scheme would thus look as 

follows: 

A happened 

because of this B happened 

B wouldn't have happened if A had not happened 

 

This general theme, of course, cannot be seen as the full meaning of the construction (ibid.). 

That is dependent on the following factors:  
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1. is the CAUSER different from the CAUSEE? 

2. is the CAUSER a person? a thing? an event? 

3. is the CAUSEE a person? a thing? an event? 

4. does the CAUSER DO something? 

5. does the CAUSEE DO something? 

6. if the CAUSEE does something, is this something that can only be done intentionally (e.g., 

write, read) or is it something that doesn't have to be done intentionally (e.g., cry, laugh)? 

7. does something HAPPEN to the CAUSEE? 

8. does the CAUSEE THINK something? (ibid. 127) 

Considering all these factors, Wierzbicka concludes that there appear to be the following six 

types of interpersonal1 (both the CAUSER and the CAUSEE are animate) causative make 

constructions in English, which will be further described individually in the following 

subchapters:  

1. Person X made person Y fall. 

2. Person X made person Y feel guilty. 

3. Person X made person Y think about Z. 

4. Person X made person Y want something. 

5. Person X made person Y cry (laugh). 

6. Person X made person Y apologize. (ibid. 128). 

2.5.3.1. Making something happen to someone 

 For this type of make-sentence Wierzbicka (2014: 128) proposes the following 

explication: 

person X did something 

because of this something bad (Z) happened to person Y 

Z wouldn't have happened to person Y if person X had not done this 

 

She proves that the effected predicate indeed must be perceived as something bad for the 

CAUSEE by comparing sentences such as following: 

(73) a. You bastard, you made me lose my job!  

  b. ?I'm so grateful to you, you made get a job! (ibid. 129) 

 
1 This would be categorized as inducive causation in Talmy's typology (see 2.4.3). 
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Sentences such as b. with a positive effect sound “worse than [sentences such as a.] and in fact 

[are] often perceived as unacceptable” (ibid. 129). On the other hand, if the CAUSER is 

inanimate, the sentence type may also be used with a positive outcome as in ex. 74 (ibid. 130). 

It is also noted that contrasted to other types of make-sentences, the interpersonal make happen 

(to) construction is the only one with negative implications (ibid.).  

 

(74) Eat your spinach, spinach will make you grow big and strong! (ibid.) 

 

2.5.3.2 Making someone feel something 

 This type of make-sentences differs from the previous one, first of all, in that it may 

represent a positive as well as a negative outcome as illustrated by exx. 75 and 76 (Wierzbicka 

2014: 130). Another important aspect of this type is that the interpersonal sentences only refer 

to mental feelings or emotions, not physical sensations (ibid. 131). Compare exx. 75 and 76 

with ex. 77. The feelings need not be emotions per se such as “happy” or “sad” (see ex. 75), 

however, they cannot be purely physical either, they need to “imply some thought […] This 

suggests that in the semantic structure, the causative make combines with the element FEEL 

not directly but rather via the element THINK” (ibid. 131).  

(75) She made him feel needed. (ibid.) 

(76) He made her feel guilty. (ibid.) 

(77) ?He made me feel cold/hot. (ibid.) 

Wierzbicka (2014: 132) therefore suggests the following explication for the 

interpersonal “make someone feel something”-type: 

X did something 

because of this Y thought something 

because of this Y felt something (Z) 

Y wouldn't have felt this (Z) if X had not done this 

 

As in the previous type, there is also a difference between the interpersonal construction and 

the sentences with an inanimate CAUSER, which can also express physical feelings as in ex. 

78 (ibid. 131). 

 

(78) The whisky made me feel sick. (ibid.) 
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2.5.3.3 Making someone think something 

 As mentioned before, this type is closely related to the make feel type (Wierzbicka 

2014: 131). There is no restriction in the effect of the causative event being perceived as good 

or bad. The make think type can express both, therefore the following formula is proposed (ibid. 

132): 

X did something 

because of this Y though something (Z) 

Y wouldn't have thought this (Z) if X had not done this 

 

The interpersonal construction also closely corresponds to its counterpart with an inanimate 

CAUSER. Compare ex. 79 with an animate CAUSER and ex. 80 with an inanimate one (ibid. 

133). 

 

(79) He made her forget her troubles. (ibid.) 

(80) It made me realize how lucky I was. (ibid. 127) 

 

2.5.3.4 Making someone want something 

 As Wierzbicka (2014: 133) notes, this type parallels exactly the make think and make 

feel patterns. Its formula is thus listed merely for the sake of completeness: 

X did something 

because of this Y thought something 

because of this Y wanted Z 

Y wouldn't have wanted this (Z) if X had not done this 

 

The third component is formulated quite simply as “Y wanted Z”, since wanting may not 

necessarily include doing something, as in ex. 81 (ibid. 134). This type is also similar to the 

make feel type in that the element of thinking is also present, since “the causal link holds 

between the CAUSEE's wanting something and the CAUSEE's thinking something, whereas 

the counterfactual link holds between the CAUSEE's wanting something and the CAUSER's 

doing something” (ibid.). This interpersonal type also has a counterpart with an inanimate 

CAUSER with no further restrictions or differences, as in ex. 82 (ibid.). 
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(81) You made me want to be good. (ibid.) 

(82) It made me want to try again. (ibid. 133) 

 

2.5.3.5 Making someone cry (an involuntary emotional response) 

 A person can make another person cry or laugh or induce in them another kind of 

emotional response which they cannot quite control. Wierzbicka (2014: 134) describes this type 

with the following explication: 

X did something 

Because of this Y thought something 

Because of this Y felt something 

Because of this Y did something (Z) 

Y didn't do Z because Y wanted to do it 

Y wouldn´t have done it if X had not done this 

 

It is argued that verbs of non-expressive bodily behavior such as sneeze do not belong in this 

category, since there is no thinking nor feeling involved. Sentences such as the one in ex. 83, 

however, fit the very first type of make-sentences for “making someone sneeze” is analogous 

to “making someone fall”. Verbs such as cry or laugh “can be seen as ʻdoingʼ something, 

sneezing is more likely to be seen (in English) as something that happens to a person rather than 

something that a person does” (ibid. 135). This is clear from the comparison of the sentences in 

exx. 84 and 85. 

(83) John made Mary sneeze by putting smelling salts under her nose. (ibid.) 

(84) All she did was cry. (ibid.) 

(85) ?All she did was sneeze. (ibid.) 

 

2.5.3.6 Making someone do something (“make of coercion”) 

 “Being made to do something implies doing something that one does not want to under 

pressure from somebody else” (Wierzbicka 2014: 136), which is the meaning of coercion. The 

formula proposed for this type is following: 

 

X wanted Y to do Z 

Y knew this 

X knew that if X didn't do something to Y, Y wouldn't do it 
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because of this X did (said) something to Y 

because of this, Y thought “I have to do it” 

because of this Y did Z 

Y wouldn't have done Z (at that time) if Y had not thought this 

 

The outcome need not necessarily be unpleasant for the CAUSEE, as it is in ex. 86, and the 

CAUSER may “in fact be solicitous and concerned about the CAUSEE's welfare” (ibid.) as in 

ex. 87, but in any case, “the construction implies that the action was not performed willingly” 

(ibid.). Therefore, the CAUSER must do something to the CAUSEE in order to induce this 

action. It can be “threatening them, pressurizing them, nagging them, or perhaps cajoling them” 

(ibid. 137).  The fact the action is performed unwillingly does not necessarily mean that the 

CAUSEE does not want to do it, either. In some sentences of this type it seems that the 

CAUSEE had no other choice rather than not wanting to do it, as in ex. 88. Therefore, the 

component “Y didn't want to do Z” is not included in the explication above (ibid.). 

 

(86) When we were small Mai used to make us kneel on graters for a thing like that. (ibid. 

136) 

(87) Granny is making me eat fish. I hate it. (ibid.) 

(88) My wife made me go to the doctor. I was planning to go anyway, but I kept putting it 

off, so she rang and made an appointment for me. (ibid. 137) 

 

Considering make do sentences with an inanimate CAUSER, Wierzbicka (ibid. 138) 

stresses the importance of the identity of place. In other words, the causing event must happen 

in the same place where the CAUSEE is located. Evidence for this stems from the comparison 

of sentences such as in exx. 89 and 90. Ex. 89 is fine because the “make think” type has no 

requirement for the identification of place. However, ex. 90 “sounds odd, for the ʻmake doʼ 

type discussed here is more constrained: Apparently, for the sentence to be fully acceptable, the 

event that makes a person do something has to be presented (or interpretable) as a ʻlocalʼ event” 

(ibid. 139). 

 

(89) The death of his father made him reassess his plans. (ibid.) 

(90) ?The death of his father made him resign from his job. (ibid.) 

 

Based on this, the “make do” type with an inanimate CAUSER follows the following formula: 
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person Y was in place P 

something (X) happened in this place 

because of this Y thought: “I have to do something” 

because of this Y did Z 

Y wouldn't have done Z if X had not happened (ibid. 138) 

 

Another important difference from the interpersonal make do construction is that in that type, 

the CAUSEE thinks “I have to do it”, whereas in the impersonal “make do” type, the CAUSEE 

thinks “I have to do something”, “for it is not always clear what exactly the CAUSEE needs to 

do” (ibid. 140). Wierzbicka (ibid. 138) also refers to this type as “the make of subjective 

necessity” contrasted with the interpersonal type labelled as “the make of coercion”.  

 

2.6 Causation in Czech 

 Karlík, Nekula and Pleskalová (2002: 412) characterize causative verbs as the ones 

with general meaning of “causing something to happen/someone to do something”. There are 

two types of causative verbs: derivational causatives (factitives) and semantic causatives (ibid. 

413). Factitives are transitive verbs combined with an intransitive non-causative verb. They 

include deverbal derivatives with an i-stem (e.g. posadit from sedět), deverbal derivatives with 

the prefix roz- (e.g. rozplakat from plakat), deadjectival verbs (e.g. modřit from (být) modrý or 

sušit from (být) suchý) and dereflexive verbs (e.g. rozbít from rozbít se). The verbs of the second 

type, semantic causatives, are viewed by linguists in two ways. This term either can refer to 

transitive verbs expressing the effect, which is considered to be an action related (by derivation, 

morphologically, syntactically or lexico-semantically) to the given non-causative verb, e.g. 

suppletive shodit from spadnout or the type that differentiates between the causative and the 

non-causative merely syntactically, e.g. causative Petr zblbnul Pavla. in contrast to the non-

causative Pavel zblbnul. The other more general view is that semantic causatives refer to the 

agent's action that causes a change in an entity from a starting point to an endpoint, e.g. 

zavírat/zavřít (ibid.). 

Furthermore, they also mention analytical causative constructions, which in Czech can 

be subdivided into two categories. The first are analytical causative constructions with the verbs 

dát or nechat. These constructions express the two components of the causative event (cause 

and effect) analytically: the verbs dát or nechat express the feature of causativity, while the 
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infinitive expressed the causative situation (Karlík, Nekula, Pleskalová et al. 2016: 97), as in 

ex. 91. These are contrasted with verbal causatives, where the feature of causativity is included 

in the inner morphological structure of the verb, typically the suffix -i-, as in ex. 92. The second 

type includes the verb with the categorical meaning of causation, such as způsobit, zapříčinit, 

vyvolat, etc. combined with a subordinate clause (Karlík, Nekula, Pleskalová et al. 2002: 413), 

as in ex. 93. 

The first category can be further subdivided into three types based on the syntactic 

realization of the CAUSEE (Karlík, Nekula, Pleskalová et al. 2016: 97). Firstly, passive 

causative constructions, where the CAUSEE may be left unexpressed and if expressed, it is by 

the Instrumental case or a prepositional phrase with the preposition od+Genitive, as in ex. 94. 

The effected predicate here is always transitive and semantically usually belongs to the category 

of services. This offers the pragmatic inference that the CAUSEE must realize the action since 

it is their job/professional duty and the CAUSER therefore has the beneficiary role (ibid. 98). 

The second type is the accusative causative constructions, where the CAUSEE is expressed by 

the Accusative case, as in ex. 95. The effected predicate may be both a transitive and intransitive 

verb (ibid.). The third type, dative causative constructions, is labeled as marginal in the 

literature (ex. 96). The causative auxiliary dát is only productive in the passive causative 

constructions (ibid. 99).  

(91) Maminka dala/nechala sušit prádlo přes noc. (ibid. 96) 

(92) Maminka sušila prádlo přes noc. (ibid.) 

(93) Mrazy způsobily to, že vymrzly ozimy/ vymrznutí ozimů. (ibid.) 

(94) Dal syna prohlédnout ortopédy. (ibid. 98) 

(95) Petr nechal Pavla čekat. (ibid. 97) 

(96) Petr dal sekretářce opsat pro šéfa závěrečnou zprávu. (ibid.) 

While in English the periphrastic causative constructions are considered the dominant 

means of expressing causativity, Czech has a more varied arsenal of causative expressions. 

While studying the Czech translation equivalents of Spanish and Italian causative constructions, 

Čermák and Štichauer (2010: 75-76) identified the following types of equivalents: 

a. Prefix (e.g. rozplakat) – Čermák and Štichauer (ibid. 75) point out that in their study 

they found that this equivalent is utilized less frequently than expected. The arsenal of 

Czech prefixes often enables to specify the context or to quantify the action expressed 

by the lexical verb. 
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b. A verb synthetically expressing the meaning of the causative construction (e.g. Spanish 

hacer pensar – připomínat). 

c. A construction with the verbs dát or nechat – since a literal translation of the causative 

construction (with the verb dělat) as well as many constructions with semantically 

similar verbs (e.g. způsobit) are ungrammatical in Czech, this is the closest equivalent. 

d. Other analytical expressions (e.g. dát najevo, dát na vědomí, vnuknout myšlenku, vést k 

úvahám) 

e. A subordinate clause introduced by a verb such as způsobit2 

f. A differently built construction with a change of the syntactic roles compared to the 

original 

  

 
2 This would be the second type of analytical causative constructions according to Karlík, Nekula, Pleskalová, et 

al. (see above). 
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3 Material and method 

 The material for the practical part of the present paper was acquired from InterCorp, a 

parallel corpus, which contains texts in 27 different languages plus Czech. The corpus is 

accessible after a free registration via a web interface (Čermák and Rosen 2012: 411) on the 

Czech National Corpus (CNC) project website: korpus.cz. For this research the most recent 

version of InterCorp, v12, was used. The material of the corpus is comprised solely of written 

texts (ibid. 417), mostly novels, which constitute the Core part and were “selected and acquired 

by expert team members responsible for the given language following” (ibid. 415) these criteria: 

the texts should be contemporary, i.e. produced after 1945 and the corpus is supposed to be 

“linguistically general” including various types of language and vocabulary, which, however, 

proved to be a difficult task for a parallel corpus (ibid. 417). The core part of the English part 

of the corpus, which will be used for the present research, contains 5,914,000 tokens. All “the 

texts can be morphologically tagged and lemmatized (ibid. 418).  

 The queries can be entered “into one or more languages by word form, by a string of 

word forms (a phrase), by a CQL (Corpus Query Language) expression (including regular 

expressions), for some language by lemma (base form) and/or morphosyntactic tag” (ibid. 419). 

The parallel concordances can be displayed “side by side or in rows as KWiC or segments 

(ibid.), which enables “studying various types of phenomena in a given language from the 

perspective of comparable phenomena in other languages” (ibid. 413). The InterCorp project is 

also special in its “substantial share of manual work (with a higher quality of alignment, 

sentence boundary recognition and fewer typos as a result)” (ibid. 414).  

 For this purpose, we are naturally only going to work with material originally written 

in English and the search was also limited to the Core part of the InterCorp corpus, which only 

contains fiction. The required study material for the present paper is 200 random concordances 

containing the [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction in English and their Czech equivalents. In order to 

obtain them the following CQL query was entered into the English part of InterCorp v12 with 

the corresponding Czech corpus aligned: [lemma="make"][]{0,1}[tag="N.+|PRP"][tag="VB"]. 

We are looking for the lemma of the verb make followed by any noun or pronoun. A space of 

maximum one token was allowed before the noun/pronoun for possible determiners, 

modifications, etc. This should be followed by any lexical verb in the infinitive form. This query 

resulted in 609 hits which were then shuffled for random order. The first 200 suitable 

concordances were then extracted as the study material for this paper.  
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 As suggested, the concordances still had to be checked manually in order to exclude 

the couple of results that did not fit the requirements. Firstly, it was because of an error in the 

POS-tagging in the corpus, such as in ex. 97, where the adjective dizzy was wrongly tagged as 

a verb or in ex. 98, where the noun pouch was also wrongly tagged as a verb. Furthermore, we 

also decided to exclude concordances containing idiomatic expressions such as make ends meet 

or make things happen (ex. 99), since these lack the searched causative meaning and would 

probably be translated to Czech by a corresponding idiom. This semi-automatic method resulted 

in 200 concordances containing the studied construction, which were further sorted into six 

different categories depending on the character of the Czech translation, as explained in detail 

below. The list can be found in Appendix A 1-6. Each concordance is marked by a unique code 

that will be used in the following analysis to refer to the Appendix. In each concordance the 

studied construction is highlighted in bold. Should the causative construction in question appear 

in the form of an infinitive or a participle, the implicit CAUSER is also highlighted in the 

previous context (as shown on the ex. 100), if present. In the Czech part of the material I did 

my best to highlight the Czech equivalent of the English structure as well, however, in some 

cases and specifically in some of the categories it is questionable which particular elements 

correspond to the English original.  

(97) Cold air whistles through the walls, so pure it makes Werner dizzy.  

(98) I whittled it out and we bought the big rubber bands for it at a stationery store on the 

Place Saint-Michel and made the leather pouch out of leather from an old glove of 

Tommy’s mother. 

(99) Sometimes her mother worked herself into a passion of resentment, and walked up to 

the barman, complaining that she could not make ends meet, while her husband 

squandered his salary in drink. 

(100) she was the only living being capable of making Dixon sympathise with him.  

…byla jedinou žijící bytostí, schopnou vyvolat v Dixonovi sympatie k jeho osobě. (A-

5.33) 

On this sample we are then going to test our hypothesis, namely, that there is some kind 

of correlation between the specific type of the make-construction and the way it is translated 

into Czech. It is therefore expected that in each of the six categories it will be possible to observe 

a tendency towards one of the types of the construction, whether it is one of the semantic 

subtypes described by Wierzbicka (see chapter 2.5.3), a frequent occurrence of either animate 

or inanimate participants (CAUSERS and CAUSEES), one specific type of effected predicate 
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(material, mental and relational or volitional and non-volitional) or one of the four types of 

causation as described by Talmy (see chapter 2.4.3). 
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4 Practical part 

4.1 General analysis of the results 

 Analysing the 200 concordances we were, first of all, interested in the distribution of 

animacy among the CAUSERS and CAUSEES and the distribution of the types of causation 

arising thereof. The sample we are working with is of course not representative of the general 

tendencies and preferences of the [X MAKE Y Vinf]  construction due to the limited type of 

sources, however, it is still interesting to create a quantitative analysis of this kind for the sample 

in question. As for the animacy of the CAUSERS, the result is quite well balanced with a slight 

preference for animate CAUSERS (106 animate vs. 94 inanimate, see Figure 1). CAUSEES, 

on the other hand, showed much stronger preference for animate referents with 133 instances 

of animate CAUSEES versus 67 instances where the CAUSEE was inanimate, see Figure 2. 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of the animacy of the CAUSERS 

 

53%
47%

Animacy of the CAUSERS

Animate (106)

Inanimate (94)
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Figure 2: Distribution of the animacy of the CAUSEES 

  

The specific combination of an animate/inanimate CAUSER and CAUSEE determines 

the type of causation according to Talmy (see chapter 2.4.3). Out of the four types, inducive 

causation (animate CAUSER and animate CAUSEE) is the most frequent in our sample (77 

instances – 38%, see ex. 1) followed by the affective type (inanimate CAUSER and animate 

CAUSEE, 61 instances – 31%, ex. 2). The remaining two types, volitional (animate CAUSER 

and inanimate CAUSEE, ex. 3) and physical causation (inanimate CAUSER and inanimate 

CAUSEE, ex. 4) occurred with similar frequency with 29 and 33 instances (14% and 17% of 

the concordances) respectively (see Figure 3). Overall, we can conclude that the [X MAKE Y 

Vinf] construction exhibits no particularly strong preference for one type of causation according 

to Talmy in our sample. The construction seems to be used relatively freely to express animate 

and inanimate referents affecting and acting upon each other, which is corroborated by 

Gilquin´s analysis (see chapter 2.5.1). 

(1) “I always made Lucas get it from the river.  

„Lucas mi ji vždycky nosil z řeky. (A-1.76) 

(2) …a horrid cold sound that made Rikki-tikki jump back two clear feet.  

…strašlivý mrazivý zvuk, tak že Riki-Tiki až odskočil na dvě stopy na zad. (A-1.28) 

(3) And he can also make objects move or do anything else…  

Také dokáže pohnout věcmi i čímkoli jiným… (A-2.1) 

(4) All right, it's a bit safer, but it makes the handling go all soggy.  

Trochu bezpečnější je, to ano, ale řízení s ním postrádá veškerou šťávu. (A-6.6) 

66%

34%

Animacy of the CAUSEES

Animate (133)

Inanimate (67)
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Figure 3: Distribution of Talmy's types of causation 

 

4.2 Czech translation counterparts 

 This chapter will be concerned with the various ways the [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction 

is translated into Czech depending on the context, the participants, the nature of the effected 

predicate, etc. It should be noted that the aim of the present paper is in no way to be of evaluating 

nature considering the Czech translation. The sole objective is to illustrate the variety of 

possibilities in which this causative construction can be translated as a result of the nature of 

the Czech language (see chapter 2.6) and to analyse the construction based on the counterparts. 

These were categorized into six different types, which will be specified and further explained 

in the following subchapter. 

4.2.1 Translation categories 

 The starting point for our categorisation of the Czech translation counterparts of the 

200 concordances was the classification by Čermák and Štichauer described in chapter 2.6. All 

in all, all of their categories were applicable to our results as well, although some had to be 

slightly edited or expanded. On top of that, a few more categories were added, resulting in six 

different types of Czech translation equivalents of the causative construction in question. The 

first category is what Čermák and Štichauer (2010: 75-76) call “a differently built construction 

with a change of the syntactic roles compared to the original” and what we will simply refer to 
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as “different syntactic roles”. The list of the concordances belonging to this category can be 

found in Appendix A-1. The general tendency with this type of translation seems to involve the 

CAUSEE becoming the subject of the Czech clause with the semantic role of the patient. This 

strategy gives rise to two subtypes under this category, as it frequently happens that the 

CAUSER disappears altogether in the Czech translation. Thus, we have to differentiate between 

the instances where the CAUSER is still expressed (Appendix A-1 a)), albeit in a different way 

than being the subject of the clause (more on that in the following subchapter), as in ex. 5, and 

the instances where the CAUSER is left unexpressed (Appendix A-1 b)), as in ex. 6. 

(5) 'It'll make his toes grow out until they're as long as his fingers …' 

„Vyrostou mu po něm prsty na nohou do přesně takové délky, jak má dlouhé prsty na 

rukou …“ (A-1.1) 

(6) 'Timothy kicked the ball and made Thomas fall down,'  

"Timothy do míče kopl a Thomas spadl," (A-1.56) 

 

 Category number two involves a single verb which synthetically expresses the 

meaning of the causative construction. It was admittedly quite challenging to delimit this 

category and determine which concordances and their Czech counterparts truly fulfil the 

conditions. The final list (see Appendix A-2) contains merely those concordances where a 

single Czech verb can be understood as expressing both the English causative make and the 

effected predicate, e.g. ex. 7. (make move – pohnout), although, if reading only the Czech 

translation the causative meaning may not be explicitly clear, as in ex. 8.  

 The third category basically involves equivalents with the verbs that are a part of the 

Czech analytical causative constructions as described in chapter 2.6. Out of those mentioned by 

Karlík, Nekula and Pleskalová, our results contained merely the verbs nechat (Appendix A-3 

c)) and způsobit (Appendix A-3 d)). In this category there were also included the instances with 

two other verbs which are used relatively frequently to translate the [X MAKE Y Vinf] 

construction into Czech, namely nutit (Appendix A-3 a)) and přimět (Appendix A-3 b)). 

Although Karlík, Nekula and Pleskalová do not mention these two in their description, we felt 

that they fit well in the category and therefore decided to include them.  The list of the 

concordances falling under this category can be found in Appendix A-3. The Czech alternative 

can be constructed in two ways: either with a subordinate clause beginning with the conjunction 

aby or že, e.g. in ex. 9, or the causative verb is followed by an infinitive as in ex. 10.  

(7) And he can also make objects move or do anything else…  

Také dokáže pohnout věcmi i čímkoli jiným… (A-2.1) 
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(8) Everyone commented on how not even death itself had been able to erase the nobility 

and the dignity of the great Don’s countenance and such remarks made Amerigo 

Bonasera fill with knowing pride, a curious sense of power.  

Padaly pochvalné zmínky, že ani smrt nedokázala z tváře velkého dona smazat 

ušlechtilost a důstojnost a tyto poznámky plnily Ameriga Bonaseru zaslouženou 

pýchou a zvláštním pocitem moci. (A-2.6) 

(9) “Every time you throw a snail off the dock,” Ray teased Homer Wells, “you’re 

making someone start his whole life over.”  

"Vždycky když je shodíš z přístavní hráze," škádlíval Ray Homera Wellse, "přinutíš je, 

aby začínaly celý svůj život znova od začátku." (A-3.2) 

(10) Russians, he explained, knew how to make things disappear into a ‘Slav mist’, 

which they summoned up to protect themselves from logical yet unpleasant trains of 

thought.  

Rusové, vysvětloval jim, dokážou nechat cokoli zmizet ve „slovanské mlze“, kterou si 

sami vyvolají, aby se chránili před nepříjemným, byť logickým chodem myšlenek. (A-

3.36) 

 

 Category number four is not easy to define, therefore it will be referred to simply as 

“Other verbs” (see Appendix A-4). It includes all the remaining verbs that are a part of a 

structure resembling an analytical causative construction, but their meaning is not causative per 

se and that appeared in the results with only a couple of or merely one single instance for each. 

Although some of them may contain a trace of the causative meaning, such as dosáhnout, aby 

or poručit, aby, they are far less specific than the verbs from the previous category. The original 

meaning of the clause is still more or less understandable from the Czech translation, however, 

it is expressed in a much vaguer manner, often using more words and thus becoming more 

descriptive than the straightforward original.  

 The difference between this category and the following one is that the fourth category 

still contains a somewhat similar structure to the original, meaning there is the CAUSER, a verb 

of a more or less causative nature, the CAUSEE, usually in the object form and the effected 

predicate, whether it is a part of a subordinate clause, an infinitive or expressed in a different 

way. In the examples from category number five, in contrast, the original structure was 

completely lost in the translation (see Appendix A-5). The causativity is still there, however, it 

is expressed using different lexical or analytical means. This leads us to the final category 

(Appendix A-6), where the meaning in the Czech translation differs a great deal from the 

English original and the meaning of causation was lost. 

 The list of the categories together with the number of concordances each category 

contains, and the respective percentages can be found in Table 3 and Figure 4 below. Our data 

suggests that the most frequent strategy to translate the [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction into Czech 
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is by far the change of the syntactic roles of the CAUSER and the CAUSEE (40%). Following 

this category are the two similarly represented types using either a Czech analytical causative 

construction or expressing the causativity in a different manner (21% and 24% respectively). 

Merely in 8% of the instances do translators choose to omit the original causative element and 

slightly change the meaning of the sentence. The two least represented translation types are the 

use of a synthetic verb expressing the original causative construction and the use of various 

other verbs (7 instances in each category, 3,5% each), which is not surprising considering that 

Czech possesses only a limited number of synthetic verbs of this type and they are not always 

suitable for the context.  This thus far concludes the general description of the translation 

categories and we shall now proceed to a more detailed analysis of each category. Every 

category will therefore be explained and examined in a separate subchapter.  

 

 Translation category Number of occurrences Percentage 

1. Different syntactic roles 80 40% 

2. Synthetic causative verb 7 3,5% 

3. Analytical causative constructions 43 21% 

4. Other verbs 7 3,5% 

5. Different means to express causativity 47 24% 

6. Different translation 16 8% 

 Total 200 100% 

Table 3: List of the translation categories with their respective representation in the studied 

sample 
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Figure 4: Distribution of the translation categories in the sample 

 

4.2.2 Different syntactic roles 

 The first translation category to be addressed is also the distinctly largest one. It 

includes the instances where in the Czech translation the CAUSEE becomes the subject of the 

clause and the English effected predicate (in the form of a bare infinitive) appears as a regular 

finite verb in the Czech clause. The process is illustrated on ex. 11. (see Appendix A-1): 

(11) That (CAUSER) was what made people (CAUSEE) laugh (effected predicate). 

↓ 

A tomuhle (CAUSER) se právě lidi (CAUSEE) smáli (verb). (A-1.7)  

 

This is the core characterization that applies to all the examples in the category, nevertheless, 

there are furthermore two subcategories of the translation depending on the presence of the 

CAUSER (or lack thereof). As we can see in the examples in Appendix A-1 a), the CAUSER 

is retained in the Czech translation. Whether it is in the form of an adverb, prepositional phrase, 

subordinate clause, etc. (more detailed description below), the CAUSER can still be found in 

the structure and the cause-effect relationship is somehow expressed, albeit not as clearly as in 

English. It is, however, comprehensible that the CAUSEE does not perform the action described 

by the effected predicate from their own will/spontaneously despite being the subject of the 

clause but the CAUSER is clearly present as the origin of the event. Thus, in the example above, 
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the laughing of the people is obviously caused by that, which can equally well be understood 

from the Czech translation.  

Although examples of this type are definitely more frequent in this category, there is 

also quite a high number of those where the CAUSER is omitted in the translation (52 vs. 28 

instances respectively). The subcategory is simply labelled as “CAUSER omitted” (see 

Appendix A-.1 b)) for briefness and easy reference, however, this label does not quite precisely 

match the main characteristics of this group. In some of the instances the CAUSER, indeed, 

disappears altogether in the Czech translation, as in ex. 12. However, in other cases the 

CAUSER is expressed in the Czech counterpart as well but lacks the semantic role of the 

CAUSER, as in ex. 13, where Timothy, the CAUSER, is mentioned in the translation but, unlike 

in English, he does not pose as causing Thomas to fall down, rather it seems that Thomas fell 

down independently of Timothy. In other words, it might not necessarily be the CAUSER itself 

that is omitted in the translation but rather the causative relationship between the participants. 

Whether the participant that originally was the CAUSER is expressed in the Czech sentence or 

not, all the Czech translation counterparts in this subcategory lead to the impression that the 

original CAUSEE either performed the action of their own volition/spontaneously3 or leave the 

cause of the action hidden. This, hopefully, is a sufficient and more precise definition of the 

difference between the two subcategories. What follows is a more detailed analysis of each of 

the subcategories separately, as it will provide us with a clearer view on the type.  

(12) With a flick of his wand he made Travers come with them…  

  Travers poslušně vykročil… (A-1.75) 

(13) 'Timothy kicked the ball and made Thomas fall down,'  

  "Timothy do míče kopl a Thomas spadl," (A-1.56) 

Even after dividing the first category into these two subtypes, the first one with the 

CAUSER expressed in the Czech translation still remains the largest one of all the categories 

with 52 concordances falling under it. A closer look at the concordances in this category will 

hopefully provide us with the answer to the questions why this specific type is so frequently 

utilized to translate the English [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction and what kind of English 

sentences belong to this category. The CAUSER or the causative relationship is expressed in a 

number of different ways in the Czech sentences from this category. Most frequently it appears 

as an adjunct of reason, which can be realized by a prepositional phrase with a noun (ex. 14), a 

 
3 The term “spontaneously” here refers to inanimate CAUSEES that cannot perform an action of their own volition. 

It simply means that the CAUSEE performs the action independently of the circumstances. 
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prepositional phrase with a pronoun, which is mostly the case (ex. 15), a subordinate clause (ex. 

16) or simply as a pronoun (ex. 17).  In some specific cases the adverbial rather resembles an 

adjunct of time, as in ex. 18, or an adjunct of source and origin, as in ex. 19. Furthermore, what 

also appeared in our sample a couple of times, is the use of degree and measure expressions in 

the Czech translation, such as tak…že, as in ex. 20. Apart from adverbials, there are some other, 

more obscure means of expressing causation, namely modal verbs such as muset (ex. 21) or a 

particle (totiž in ex. 22). Sometimes the CAUSER is indeed quite difficult to find in the 

translation but is present nevertheless, for example in ex. 23, where CAUSER they from the 

English original is transformed into a possessive pronoun jejich in Czech. In other cases, it is a 

whole phrase4 or an expression hiding the causative element, as in ex. 24 (mají na svědomí, 

že…), ex. 25 (na povel) or ex. 26 (můžeš za to, že…). Despite the translator adding extra meaning 

to the text compared to the original, it is doubtless another elegant option of expressing 

causation, for which the Czech language often lacks the means.  

(14) …and the fact that so many people are close by, unaware of him, makes Henry feel 

all the more isolated.  

…a ze skutečnosti, že je poblíž tolik lidí, aniž o něm vědí, se Henry cítí o to opuštěněji. 

(A-1.22) 

 

(15) ‘It does make your skull look rather … neat.  

„Tvoje hlava v tom vypadá dost … úhledně. (A-1.18) 

(16) Or maybe just being a father makes everyone forgive you, because after all it’s the 

only sure thing we’re here for.  

Anebo se možná člověku všechno odpustí jen proto, že se stane otcem, protože je to 

koneckonců jeho jediné nepochybné poslání. (A-1.23) 

 

(17) That was what made people laugh.  

  A tomuhle se právě lidi smáli. (A-1.7) 

 

(18) One name makes Audley hesitate…  

  U jednoho jména Audley zaváhá… (A-1.27) 

(19) For the first time since he’s met her, she’s smiling—in a way that makes Serge feel 

embarrassed…  

Poprvé za tu dobu, co se znají, se usmívá, a to způsobem, z nějž je Serge v rozpacích… 

(A.1-25) 

(20) And out of it came something that made Harry let out a long, piercing scream 

unheard by anyone.  

…a z nich se vyřítilo něco tak podivného, že Harry dlouze, pronikavě vykřikl. To ale 

patrně nikdo jiný neslyšel. (A-1.46) 

 

 
4 In the non-linguistic sense of the word. 
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(21) “AmeriCare closed the ER at Samaritan to cut costs and make everyone come here.  

Pánové z AmeriCare zrušili pohotovostní ambulanci u Samaritánů, aby snížili náklady, 

a teď musejí všichni lidi sem. (A-1.47) 

 

(22) In later years Flaubert comes to resent the insistent fame of his masterpiece, which 

makes others see him as a one-book author.  

V pozdějších letech začne být spisovateli neumdlévající sláva, kterou mu mistrovské dílo 

přinese, protivná; mnozí ho totiž budou považovat za autora jediné knihy. (A-1.44) 

 

(23) but he knew that they were really struggling to make spells work without saying 

incantations aloud.  

Věděl ale, že ve skutečnosti se usilovně snaží o to, aby jejich kouzla fungovala, aniž by 

museli pronést příslušné zaříkadlo nahlas. (A-1.21) 

 

(24) They knew that everything they called reality, the web of rules that made life 

happen, was a bubble on the tide.  

Vědí, že všechno, čemu říkají realita, ta spleť nařízení, která mají na svědomí, že se 

život odehrává, je pouhopouhá bublina na hřebenu vlny. (A-1.20) 

 

(25) …she had been making objects zoom across the room to her all lesson…  

…během hodiny k ní na povel svištěly nejrůznější předměty jeden za druhým… (A-

1.34) 

 

(26) You made that Bludger try and kill me?"  

To ty můžeš za to, že se mě ten Potlouk pokoušel zabít?" (A-1. 31) 

 

Since the strategy with this type of translation involves the original CAUSEE 

becoming the subject of the Czech clause, one might logically expect the CAUSEES to be 

animate in this category and thereby capable of volitional action. To some extent this seems to 

apply to our sample. In 62% of the instances in this subcategory the CAUSEE is indeed animate. 

On top of that, in the remaining 38% of concordances there appear a couple of instances where 

the CAUSEE is somebody's body part to which something happens. The CAUSEE therefore 

has the form of a noun designating the body part and a personal possessive pronoun as a 

determiner (e.g. ex. 27 – his toes, ex. 28 - his heads, or ex. 29 – his throat). So, although the 

CAUSEE technically is inanimate, the actual affected participant is the person the body part 

belongs to, which might motivate the appearance of this type of sentences in this category. We 

might also look at it from the opposite perspective and consider that it is rather the animacy of 

the CAUSER that determines the categorization in this group, which seems to be even more 

true according to our sample. In 75% of the concordances in this subcategory the CAUSER is, 

in fact, inanimate and consequently, the affective type of causation with an inanimate CAUSER 
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and animate CAUSEE is the most frequent causation type in this subcategory (46% of the 

concordances).  

(27) 'It'll make his toes grow out until they're as long as his fingers …'  

„Vyrostou mu po něm prsty na nohou do přesně takové délky, jak má dlouhé prsty na 

rukou …“ (A-1.1) 

 

(28) As he crawled, the dank air and dust choked his lungs, his eyes smarted and the 

terrifying distance down made his heads spin.  

Vlhký vzduch se tlačil Zafodovi do plic, oči ho pálily a z té strašlivé výšky se mu točily 

obě hlavy. (A-1.13) 

 

(29) This sweet, obliging, smiling girl was nothing like the image that had made his 

throat go dry, of a woman in the grip of passion, moaning and sweating beneath him, 

and he felt cheated.  

Tahle hodná, oddaná, usmívající se dívka byla na hony vzdálená jeho představám o 

ženě zmítané vášní a sténající a potící se pod jeho vahou – představám, při nichž mu 

vysychalo hrdlo. Připadal si podvedený. (A-1.24) 

 

Considering the nature of the effected predicate, it appears that quite frequently in this 

category the CAUSEE actually does something, as opposed to feeling something or something 

happening to them, etc., such as ex. 30. or 31. This is true for about 33% of the instances in this 

subcategory, which means that although it does appear quite frequently, it is definitely not a 

rule. Nevertheless, it would seem logical that this type of sentences would belong in the 

category where the CAUSEE appears as the subject of the clause in the translated Czech 

version. What also reappears in the data from this category are instances where the CAUSEE 

feels something, e.g. in ex. 32 or 33, however, the number of such instances is not high enough 

for it to be a typical feature of this subcategory.  

(30) You made that Bludger try and kill me?"  

To ty můžeš za to, že se mě ten Potlouk pokoušel zabít?" (A.1.31) 

(31) And you can hope that Bensenhaver's popularity is big enough to make people go 

back and read the first two novels-for which you deserve to be better known.  

A můžete doufat, že popularita Bensenhavera bude natolik veliká, že se lidé vrátí k 

vašim dvěma prvním románům, pro které byste si zasloužil být znám daleko lépe.         

(A-1.50) 

 

(32) I suppose it makes Daniel feel better that Owen’s attacked Jerry too.  

Myslím, že Daniel se cítí trochu líp, když Owen zaútočil i na Jerryho. (A-1.33) 

(33) Also, I was aware from my readings that the boredom and other aspects of prison life 

can be exploited to make people feel disoriented by being impersonal;  
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Také jsem z četby věděl, že nuda a další aspekty života ve vězení mohou v rámci 

sociálního prostředí, tak velmi citlivého k těm, kteří toto prostředí ovládají, sloužit k 

tomu, že se lidé cítí zmateni (A-1.40) 

If we move further to the second part of the first category, namely the cases where the 

CAUSER or the causative relationship disappears in the translation, we can see that in this 

category the animate CAUSEE is even more frequent, for it appears in almost 79% of the 

concordances. However, in contrast to the previous subcategory, the CAUSERS here are also 

more frequently animate. The ratio is relatively balanced with 54% animate CAUSERS vs. 46% 

of inanimate CAUSERS but compared to the previous subcategory the appearance of inanimate 

CAUSERS is definitely quite low. The most frequent type of causation in this subcategory is 

therefore inducive causation, where both the CAUSER and the CAUSEE are animate, which 

makes up for 50% of the concordances. The number of the concordances in this subcategory is, 

of course, very small and definitely not suitable to make any conclusions about the type of 

sentences that tend to be translated in this way into Czech. In any case, by looking at the 

obtained material, neither the animacy of the participants nor the type of causation seem to be 

the determining factor that motivates this type of translation anyway. We may be searching for 

regularities, however, the most likely reason to omit the CAUSER in the translation is probably 

quite simply the fact that including the CAUSER in the translation would make the text too 

complicated, rugged or unnatural sounding. The translator sometimes simply has to make 

sacrifices and if the CAUSER was evaluated as not so important, it had to disappear for the 

sake of the fluency of the text.  

An interesting point to be mentioned about this subcategory, however, is the fact that 

the phrase make somebody pay for something appears four times in the 28 concordances in this 

category (exx. 34-37), which, considering the specificity of the phrase, is probably worth 

noticing. It is completely logical and valid that this phrase would be translated in this way as a 

result of the form of the phrase in Czech. In three out of the four instances the use of the phrase 

is metaphorical (all except ex. 35), which means it is a phraseological unit that has a specific 

(also phraseological) translation equivalent in Czech. While in English one frequently utilizes 

the [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction, the only possibility in Czech is zaplatit někomu za něco 

usually in the future tense, i.e. the equivalent of you are going to pay me for this. The original 

CAUSER therefore appears as the object in the dative case, i.e. the receiver. So, as mentioned 

at the beginning of this subchapter in the definition of this subcategory, the CAUSER is 

formally present in the Czech construction, however, the cause-effect relationship between the 

participants is not explicitly expressed.  
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(34) However, I notice that Guard Arnett is duly taking note of this affront and know that 

he will make the prisoner pay dearly for the contraband cigarette and his wise-aleck 

smirk.  

Pak si ale všimnu dozorce Arnetta, který tuhle provokaci zaznamenal, a vím, že vězeň 

určitě za tuhle nepovolenou cigaretu a přechytralý, samolibý úsměv ještě draze zaplatí. 

(A-1.54) 

 

(35) Fifty grand a year I was knocking down, and almost all of it tax-free, since I made 

my customers pay me in cash.  

Hodilo mi to padesát tisíc ročně, a většina z toho byl nezdaněný příjem, protože jsem 

měl pacienty k tomu, aby mi platili hezky z ručky do ručky. (A-1.71) 

 

(36) Someday I’m going to make Him pay.  

Jednou mi za to bude muset zaplatit. (A-1.73) 

(37) “Think they'll make ya pay for em?” he said.  

Jednou mi za to bude muset zaplatit. (A-1.74) 

 

4.2.3 Synthetic causative verb 

 Although the specific criteria for this category were long contemplated, the final result 

is that only 7 out of the 200 concordances were categorized in this group (see Appendix A-2). 

It contains merely those instances where the Czech translation counterpart involves one single 

verb that encompasses the meaning of the English causative make and the meaning of the 

effected predicate, the prototypical example of this being the pair make somebody cry – 

rozplakat někoho. Following the characterization of Czech causative verbs in chapter 2.6, we 

can see that our examples in this category include both factitives and semantic causatives.  

Factitives appear for example in exx. 38 and 39. (the dereflexive type: pohnout se – pohnout 

and plnit se - plnit), or in ex. 40 (the deverbal derivative posadit from sedět). The remaining 

four examples (exx. 41-44) contain semantic causatives. In any case, the number of such verbs 

in Czech is naturally limited and therefore it is not surprising that this category is one of the 

two smallest ones in this research (merely 3,5% of the concordances, see Figure 4).  

(38) And he can also make objects move or do anything else…  

Také dokáže pohnout věcmi i čímkoli jiným… (A-2.1) 

(39) Everyone commented on how not even death itself had been able to erase the nobility 

and the dignity of the great Don’s countenance and such remarks made Amerigo 

Bonasera fill with knowing pride, a curious sense of power.  

Padaly pochvalné zmínky, že ani smrt nedokázala z tváře velkého dona smazat 

ušlechtilost a důstojnost a tyto poznámky plnily Ameriga Bonaseru zaslouženou 

pýchou a zvláštním pocitem moci. (A-2.6) 

 

(40) On the road I made Terry sit down on my bag to make her look like a woman in 

distress, and right off a truck stopped and we ran for it, all glee-giggles.  
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Na silnici jsem Terry posadil na svůj bágl, aby vypadala jako ženská v nesnázích, a 

rovnou už nám stavěl náklaďák. (A-2.7) 

 

(41) It was a completely meaningless set of circumstances that made Dean come, and 

similarly I went off with him for no reason.  

Deana za mnou přivedl naprosto nesmyslný sled okolností a stejně bez důvodu jsem 

teď odfrčel i já s ním. (A-2.2) 

 

(42) Rather it made Him come alive, it uncrucified Him, if not completely, then at least 

partially.  

Spíš ho to oživovalo, zbavovalo kříže, aspoň částečně, i když ne úplně. (A-2.3) 

 

(43) The word bang made Pop remember something.  

Slovo odpálil taťkovi něco připomnělo. (A-2.4) 

 

(44) The chaplain’s cry made Colonel Korn stop once more.  

"Pane podplukovníku!" zastavilo ho znovu kaplanovo zavolání. (A-2.5)  

 It is, of course, impossible to come to any conclusions about this category based on 

such a small sample, nevertheless, it is striking that 5 out of the 7 concordances are examples 

of affective causation. The remaining two concordances express volitional causation (ex. 38) 

and inducive causation (ex. 40), which means that in 6 out of 7 instances the CAUSEE is 

animate. However, this category does not seem to be restricted to any particular semantic 

subtype of the [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction, as there are instances of the CAUSEE doing 

something (exx. 40 or 41), thinking something (ex. 43) and of something happening to the 

CAUSEE (exx. 39 and 42). 

 

4.2.4 Analytical causative constructions 

 While in the previous subchapter we talked about the instances where the causative 

relationship is included in the morphological structure of the full verb in Czech, this category 

is concerned with the translation equivalents that probably are the most similar to the English 

original structure-wise. They express the causative event (i.e. its two components, the cause 

and the effect) analytically. This means that there is a verb that expresses the feature of 

causativity (in our case nutit, přimět, nechat or způsobit) followed by a component expressing 

the effect, which can be an infinitive or a subordinate clause. As mentioned in chapter 2.6, 

Czech grammars subdivide these constructions into two groups: the ones with the verbs dát or 

nechat combined with an infinitive and the constructions with the verbs such as způsobit 

followed by a subordinate clause. In our sample there were only a couple of examples from the 
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first category and only with the verb nechat. As mentioned, four different causative auxiliaries5 

appeared in the Czech translation counterparts, therefore this category is also further divided 

into four subcategories based on the verb. All of the concordances from this category can be 

found in Appendix A-3 in subcategories a) to d). 

 The first construction to consider is with the Czech verb nutit (Appendix A-3 a)). Out 

of the four verbs in this category this one is the most frequently used with 53% of the 

concordances translated with this verb or its derivates with a prefix (přinutit, donutit, etc.). The 

auxiliary can either be followed by a subordinate clause starting with the conjunction aby (as 

in ex. 45) or by an infinitive denoting the effected predicate (as in ex. 46). In one instance (ex. 

47) there is even the case of the auxiliary being complemented by a prepositional phrase 

consisting of the preposition k and the effected predicate in the gerund form, which, however, 

seems to be a marginal option.  

(45) 'I made Saruman lock it and give me the keys.  

"Donutil jsem Sarumana, aby zamkl a klíče mi dal. (A-3.3) 

(46) A movement in the air made Susan look up.  

Pohyb ve vzduchu přinutil Zuzanu zvednout hlavu. (A-3.4) 

(47) In fact it was the quiet way she said them that made Nanny hesitate.  

Naopak, byl to právě ten tichý způsob, kterým je řekla, co přinutil Stařenku Oggovou 

k zaváhání. (A.3.7) 

 

In chapter 2.5.2 it was discussed what the meaning of causative make is and to what 

extent and under what conditions it expresses coercion.  The verb nutit, however, undoubtedly 

denotes coercion as it is defined as “naléhat na někoho, aby něco učinil; donucovat […], 

podněcovat, pobádat, vybízet” (Havránek et al. 1989, Svazek 3.: 389) and thus probably best 

corresponds to the English verb force. In chapter 2.5.2 it was also mentioned that one of the 

conditions of coercive meaning is that both the CAUSER and the CAUSEE are animate. Based 

on our data we can see that although they are in majority, this construction definitely does not 

seem to be restricted to animate CAUSERS, as the nature of the verb might suggest. In 22% of 

the instances the CAUSER is, in fact, inanimate. With CAUSEES the percentage is lower but 

there are still 13% of the concordances with inanimate CAUSEE. Although the inanimate 

participant mostly appears in the affective type of causation and in a few cases the volitional 

type, there is even one instance of physical causation where both the CAUSER and the 

 
5 Although this term is not precise for the nature of these verbs, it is used for the simplicity of reference, based on 

their place in the analytical causative constructions. 
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CAUSEE are inanimate (ex. 48). Since there really are merely a few concordances with an 

inanimate participant in our data, we can proceed to take a closer look at these. 

(48) … when a peak of one wave crosses the trough of another, they tend to cancel each 

other out, as the peak tries to make the water go up while the trough tries to drag it 

down.  

… setká-li se hřeben jedné vlny s údolím vlny jiné, snaží se navzájem vyrušit, protože 

hřeben nutí vodu se zvýšit, kdežto údolí ji naopak tahá dolů. (A-3.6) 

 

As for the inanimate CAUSERS, the concordances include both physical (ex. 49 – a 

truth drug) and abstract objects (ex. 47 – the quiet way she said them) and there does not seem 

to be a preference or a restriction in this sense. With the CAUSEES, on the other hand, there 

are altogether only three instances of them being inanimate in our data and two of those belong 

to the semantic category of “animal”: the beast in ex. 50 and the fish in ex. 51 While animals 

are considered inanimate nouns and are usually referred to by the pronoun “it”, they are also 

able of volitional action to some extent, similar to humans. Therefore, they are not the most 

prototypical representative of an inanimate participant, which no doubt could be one of the 

motivations for this type of translation of the causative construction. As for the effected 

predicates, in almost all of the concordances they are material and volitional, meaning that the 

CAUSEE actually does something and that action is dependent on their will (provided that the 

CAUSEE is actually able of volitional action as discussed above). The only exception in this 

subcategory is the concordance in ex. 52, where the effected predicate denotes a mental process 

(make Veronica like me). Overall, it seems that causative make-constructions with material 

volitional effects are usually translated with the verb nutit into Czech combined with a strong 

preference for animate CAUSERS and CAUSEES. 

(49) But Bert had a friend who works in a place where they make these new drugs and 

there’s what they call a truth drug you’ve read about it perhaps in the paper and it 

makes people speak the truth whether they want to or not.  

Ale Bert měl kamaráda, co pracuje v jedné fabrice, kde se vyrábějí tyhlencty nové drogy 

a taky ta, co se jmenuje droga pravdy, možná že jste o tom četla v novinách, a ta droga 

lidi donutí, aby mluvili pravdu, ať chtějí nebo nechtějí. (A-3.5) 

 

(50) This capricious beast had been trained to caracole, and his owner had taken to 

impressing girls by making the beast execute this pretty trick whenever he saw one.  

Tahle rozmarná potvora uměla karakolu neboli půlobrat vlevo či vpravo a její majitel 

si zvykl dělat dojem na slečny tím, že kdykoliv nějakou potkal, donutil zvíře provést 

právě tenhle krásný kousek. (A-3.14) 
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(51) The line went out and out and out but it was slowing now and he was making the 

fish earn each inch of it.  

Šňůra utíkala a utíkala, ale její běh se už zpomaloval a stařec nutil rybu, aby si každý 

coul vybojovala. (A-3.22) 

 

(52) I had the vanity to imagine — even if I didn’t put it more strongly than this — that I 

could make Veronica like me again, and that it was important to do so.  

Marnivě jsem si představoval, že dokážu přinutit Veroniku, aby mě zase měla ráda, a 

že je to pro mě důležité – ačkoli takhle přímo jsem to v tu chvíli rozhodně neformuloval. 

(A-3.1) 

 

 The next subcategory involves the causative auxiliary přimět, which could be 

perceived as a somewhat weaker version of the verb nutit, as it is defined as “svou vůlí, vlivem 

u někoho, zř. něčeho způsobit, aby se něco učinilo, stalo” (Havránek et al. 1989, Svazek 4.: 

638). It could therefore be interesting to study whether there are any variables that determine 

which of these two verbs is used in the translation. Although, once again, the sample for this 

subcategory is quite small (merely 10 concordances, see Appendix A-3 b)), it is hopefully 

representative of the tendencies of this type of translation. As for the animacy of the 

participants, the trend seems to be very similar to the previous subcategory. Both CAUSERS 

and CAUSEES are much more frequently animate (70% and 80% respectively). The most 

frequent type of causation is consequently inducive although there are also a couple of instances 

of affective and volitional causation, very similar to the subcategory with the verb nutit. 

Nevertheless, this translation type seems to be more suitable for other semantic subtypes of the 

[X MAKE Y Vinf] construction than the “making someone do something” type. There is one 

instance of each from the “making someone think something” type (ex. 53), “making someone 

feel something” type (ex. 54) and “making something happen to someone” type (ex. 55). As 

mentioned, it is of course impossible to come to any definite conclusions based on this small 

sample but it can rather pose as a possible hypothesis for further research in the future, that this 

is the feature that motivates the translation with the verb přimět rather than nutit. 

(53) Alas, I was unable to transcend the simple human fact that whatever spiritual solace 

I might find, whatever lithophanic eternities might be provided for me, nothing could 

make my Lolita forget the foul lust I had inflicted upon her.  

Bohužel jsem nebyl s to transcendovat prostou lidskou skutečnost, že ať najdu jakoukoli 

duchovní útěchu, ať mi budou poskytnuty jakékoli zřejmé věčné pravdy, nic nepřiměje 

Lolitu zapomenout na hnusnou žádost, kterou jsem na ni uvalil. (A-3.25) 

(54) Maybe she wanted to make Robin like her simply to deny her the satisfaction of 

disliking her-to win that contest of esteem.  

Možná chtěla Robin přimět, aby si ji oblíbila jen proto, aby jí zkazila potěšení z toho, 

že nemá Denisu ráda - aby vyhrála tuhle soutěž v odhadování druhého. (A-3.28) 
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(55) Once you make your body die that way it don’t matter whether they keep you in the 

jacket a month on end.  

Jakmile přiměješ své tělo, aby umřelo tímto způsobem, nezáleží na tom, nechají-li tě ve 

svěrací kazajce třeba měsíc. (A-3.31) 

 

 The next causative auxiliary to consider is nechat (Appendix A-3 c)). Like the previous 

two verbs, it can also be complemented either by a subordinate clause beginning with the 

conjunction aby or an infinitive. As described in chapter 2.6, there are 3 types of this analytical 

causative construction with an infinitive in Czech depending on the case of the CAUSEE. In 

our sample there are only instances of the second type with the CAUSEE in the Accusative 

case, which is not surprising given that the first type with the Instrumental/Genitive case is used 

in a very specific context and third type with the Dative case is marginal. In all the instances 

from this subcategory in our data the infinitive could be in theory replaced with the subordinate 

clause and vice versa. However, one feels a slight nuance in the meaning. In the construction 

nechat+infinitive the CAUSER acting on the CAUSEE is more apparent than in the version 

with the subordinate clause, which rather suggests the CAUSER allowing the CAUSEE to do 

something. In any case, it seems that translating a causative construction with this verb into 

Czech should be conditioned by the CAUSER being animate. This is true for all the 

concordances in our data except for the one in ex. 56, where the CAUSER is a magic wand. 

However, even in this case the structure was changed in the translation so that the CAUSER 

would be animate. The original CAUSER appears as the instrument in the Czech translation.  

(56) "Must we listen to all of this?" another guest asked, waving his cigarette as if it were 

a magic wand which would make Ignatius disappear.  

"Musíme to vážně poslouchat?" ptal se jiný host, mávaje doutníkem, jako by to byla 

kouzelnická hůlka, s jejíž pomocí nechá Ignácia zmizet. (A-3.35) 

 

 As for the CAUSEES, they are almost evenly distributed with 4 animate and 3 

inanimate CAUSEES in the sample. Two of the inanimate CAUSEES appear in the quite 

frequent phrase make something disappear – nechat něco zmizet (exx. 57 and 58). This phrase 

occurs altogether three times in this sample, the CAUSEE in the third instance being animate 

(ex. 56), but all of those appear in this subcategory which suggest that the translation with the 

verb nechat is the most frequent if not the only option for this phrase. It can, however, freely 

occur with both animate and inanimate CAUSEES. 
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(57) Russians, he explained, knew how to make things disappear into a ‘Slav mist’, 

which they summoned up to protect themselves from logical yet unpleasant trains of 

thought.  

Rusové, vysvětloval jim, dokážou nechat cokoli zmizet ve „slovanské mlze“, kterou si 

sami vyvolají, aby se chránili před nepříjemným, byť logickým chodem myšlenek.          

(A-3.36) 

(58) “It will only provoke him to make my house disappear, or something.  

„Jen by ho to vyprovokovalo k tomu, aby nechal zmizet můj dům, nebo k něčemu 

podobnému. (A-3.39) 

 

 The last remaining subcategory from the category of analytical causative constructions 

is with the verb způsobit, which is complemented by a subordinate clause beginning either with 

the conjunction aby, like in previous subcategories, or že (Appendix A-3 d)). This is also the 

smallest subcategory with merely 3 concordances belonging to it. Out of those three, two 

express inducive causation (exx. 59 and 60) and the third one expresses physical causation (ex. 

61). Although we only have three concordances to our disposition, which suggests that this 

option is not very frequently used to translate the [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction into Czech, it 

seems to be a rather versatile equivalent that one can use with both animate and inanimate 

participants and a variety of effected predicates.  

(59) we landed it here weeks ago after visiting this planit where they claim to be able to 

make people live for ever.  

Přistáli jsme tady před pár tejdnama, po tom, co jsme navštívili tu planetu, kde prý uměj 

způsobit, že lidé žijí věčně (A-3.41) 

 

(60) ‘I can see that would be a pretty spectacular miracle, making the deaf hear and the 

dumb speak,’ I said.  

„Chápu, že by to byl náramně působivý zázrak, způsobit, aby hluší slyšeli a němí 

mluvili,“ pokračoval jsem. (A-3.43) 

 

(61) Rage made their hair stick out behind and played hell with their color and they 

forgot to zip.  

Vztek způsobí, že jim vzadu na krku odstávají vlasy, že jim obličej hraje všemi 

barvami a zapomínají si zapnout zip. (A-3.42) 

 

 

4.2.5 Other verbs 

 The following category is another rather small one and it contains translation 

equivalents with all the remaining verbs other than the synthetic ones and the causative 

auxiliaries described in the previous subchapters. The Czech constructions in this category 
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follow the same structure with a subordinate clause as described for the analytical causative 

constructions, however, they do not belong to the same group of causative auxiliaries such as 

nechat or způsobit but are vaguer and not so overtly expressing causation. Furthermore, each 

of the verbs occurred only once in our data, therefore these were grouped together under the 

category “Other verbs”. This category only contains 7 concordances and their list can be found 

in Appendix A-4. The verbs can be related to notions of verbal commands, such as poručit in 

ex. 62, vybídnout in ex. 63 or trvat na něčem in ex. 64. There are also verbs denoting the act of 

achieving something, e.g. dosáhnout in ex. 65, docílit in ex. 66 or vést k in ex. 67. In other 

words, since this category encompasses all that remained, it is quite varied and therefore it is 

perhaps pointless to even try to search for any connections or common tendencies of the 

category. Nevertheless, we can say that all the CAUSEES in this category are animate except 

for the last one (ex. 68 – cobras), however, once again this one is an animal, so, as discussed 

above, it is not a typical representative of an inanimate participant unable of volitional action. 

Therefore, it is possible to analyze these concordances from the viewpoint of Wierzbicka's 

semantic subtypes as described in chapter 2.5.3. The “make someone do something” type 

appears the most frequently, more specifically in 5 out of the 7 concordances. Apart from that 

there is one instance of the “making someone feel something” type (ex. 66) and the “making 

something happen to someone” type (ex. 67). 

(62) Then he made Weary sit down in the snow and take off his combat boots…  

Potom Wearymu poručil, aby usedl do sněhu a stáhl si vysoké boty, které dal krásnému 

chlapci. (A-4.4) 

 

(63) …and Foe made Maria take a glass of wine.  

…a Joe vybídl Marii, aby vypila skleničku vína. (A-4.5) 

(64) Making Pablo wear a helmet when he rides his bicycle.”  

Například když trváš na tom, že by Pablo měl nosit přilbu, když jezdí na kole.“ (A-4.3) 

(65) But then, you must make their mother accept you.  

Jenže pak musíš dosáhnout, aby se s tebou jejich matka usmířila. (A-4.1) 

(66) But if we can make Tigger feel Small and Sad just for five minutes, we shall have 

done a good deed."  

Když však docílíme toho, aby se Tygr cítil zkrotlý a smutný jen na pět minut, vykonali 

jsme dobrý skutek." (A-4.2) 

(67) “But it is one of the things that makes people be treated as reliable who would 

ordinarily have to spend much more time before attaining that category.”  

…ale je to jedna z věcí, které vedou k tomu, abychom považovali za spolehlivé ty lidi, 

kterým by jinak trvalo mnohem déle, než je do té kategorie přijmeme." (A-4.6) 
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(68) …someone who could make her wishes come true, who could magic her 

grandmother away for ever and make cobras bite Aires-uncle and Carmen-aunty to 

death and enable Camoens to live happily-ever-after;  

…někoho, kdo by mohl splnit její přání, kdo by mohl nějakým fíglem nechat navždy 

zmizet babičku a zařídit, aby kobry uštkly strýčka Airese a tetičku Carmen, a tak 

umožnily Camoensovi žít šťastně až do smrti; (A-4.7) 

 

4.2.6 Other means of expressing causation 

 So far, we have discussed the translation equivalents where the CAUSER and the 

CAUSEE shift syntactic roles in the Czech version and those where the causation is expressed 

through different kinds of causative verbs. There are, furthermore, other means one can express 

causation with in Czech, which where all grouped together in the second largest category in our 

research (24% of the concordances, see Appendix A-5). We shall now look more closely at 

what exactly these means are and how they are utilized.  

 First of all, it includes a number of verbs that could not be classified in any of the 

previous categories. In many ways some of them resemble the synthetic causatives from the 

second category, meaning that with a little imagination one can see it as one verb expressing 

the causative make and the effected predicate from the English original, e.g. in ex. 69: make 

last – prodloužit. As the example suggests, however, the meaning of the Czech equivalent is 

not precise, and although some causative aspect is present in the translation, there is always 

some additional (e.g. ex. 70: make someone hear – vyburcovat někoho) or, quite the opposite, 

missing meaning (e.g. in ex. 71.: make someone feel better – pomoct někomu) and therefore 

such instances were classified in this category. Furthermore, there are instances where a verb 

from the previous category is used in the translation, but the overall structure of the sentence is 

changed and does not follow the original, e.g. ex. 72 (způsobit). Apart from all different kinds 

of verbs, we may also find other expressions of causation that were mentioned previously in 

the context of the first category, such as degree and measure expressions, e.g. in ex. 73: až, or 

an adjunct of reason, e.g. in ex. 74: tím. In other cases, the Czech sentence is fairly far from the 

English original construction-wise, however, the causative meaning, and the overall message is 

kept, such as in ex. 75.  

(69) Homer Wells would have made that summer last the rest of his life if he could have.  

Kdyby Homer Wells mohl, byl by toto léto prodloužil až do konce svého života.        

(A-5.43) 

 

(70) I hammered at the door, but I could not make the people hear (if there were any 

people inside), and after a time I desisted, and, availing myself of a ditch for the 
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greater part of the way, succeeded in crawling, unobserved by these monstrous 

machines, into the pine woods towards Maybury.  

Zabušil jsem na dveře, ale nikoho uvnitř se mi nepodařilo vyburcovat (pokud vůbec 

uvnitř někdo byl), takže jsem záměr po chvíli vzdal a podařilo se mi namísto toho 

dosáhnout borového lesa táhnoucího se k Maybury (valnou část cesty jsem se musel 

přikrčen plížit příkopem), aniž mne ty nestvůrné stroje zpozorovaly. (A-5.7) 

 

(71) The only thing Garp could think of-that would perhaps make Alice feel better-was to 

confess his own mistakes.  

Garpa napadlo jediné - co by možná Alici trochu pomohlo - , totiž přiznat se jí ke svým 

vlastním chybám. (A-5.5) 

 

(72) But in the taxi, back to the hotel, Hannah said something to her - leave it to Hannah 

to make Ruth feel unready to re-enter the world.  

V taxíku cestou zpátky do hotelu jí však Hana něco řekla-něco, co způsobilo, že Rút 

měla pocit, že není připravená vrátit se mezi lidi. (A-5.4) 

 

(73) ‘Is a good a for get about, you know?’ said the mouse in a familiar tone which made 

Bigwig shake his ears with irritation.  

„Lip se v ní běhá, víš,“ vysvětloval hraboš familiárním tónem, až se Hlavounovi 

zachvěly slechy pohoršením. (A-5.28) 

 

(74) They gave him a scar "- - - he was illustrating, pulling at the corner of his eye - -" 

that made his eye look a little bit closed, just a little…  

Udělali mu jizvu-, "předváděl to tak, že si stáhl koutek oka -," a tím měl oko trošičku 

přivřené, jenom trošku…(A-5.26) 

 

(75) "Oh, God." He had feared it, but having his fear realized made his stomach roil.  

„Ach bože.“ Toho se bál, a když se to stalo skutečností, udělalo se mu zle od žaludku. 

(A-5.36) 

 

 Since this category is basically a collection of the concordances that remained and did 

not fit to any of the other categories, this is probably the most that can be said in the effort to 

generally characterize the means of expressing causation. For the same reason it is not 

surprising that the concordances in this category are incredibly varied. The distribution of 

animate vs. inanimate CAUSERS is 55% vs. 45% respectively and in the case of the CAUSEES 

the ratio is 62% for the animate and 38% for the inanimate ones. All the four types of causation 

are represented with none of the types dominating the category (34% inducive, 21% volitional, 

28% affective and 17% physical).  

4.2.7 Different translation 

 The last category entitled “Different translation” (see Appendix A-6) includes the 

instances where the Czech translation equivalent differs to quite a large extent from the English 

original and the meaning of causativity was lost in the process of translation. The reasons for 
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this might vary. In some instances, the nature of the original English sentence almost leaves the 

translator no other choice than to be creative and essentially make up a different structure, such 

as in ex. 76. Another interesting example is concordance ex.77, where the English phrase make 

something seem something else is of comparative nature and therefore the translator chose the 

corresponding phrase in Czech that best expresses the original meaning albeit being very 

different and lacking the causative feature. In other cases, the translation could easily be much 

closer to the original, however, the translator simply made the choice to play with the language 

and make the text more interesting and expressive, as in ex. 78.  

(76) All right, it's a bit safer, but it makes the handling go all soggy.  

Trochu bezpečnější je, to ano, ale řízení s ním postrádá veškerou šťávu. (A-6.6) 

(77) I shipped on a spouter once, the cap’n was the blackest brute you’ve ever seen, them 

three years make Prophetess seem a Sunday pleasure punt!’  

Jednou jsem se plavil na velrybářský lodi a kapitán byl největší kruťas, jakýho jste kdy 

viděli, nějaký tři roky tady na Věštkyni jsou proti tomu nedělní projížďka jen tak pro 

plezír!“ (A-6.12) 

 

(78) “Rita Skeeter never makes anyone look good.  

"Rita Holoubková v životě o nikom nenapsala ani řádku dobrou. (A-6.5) 

As in the previous three categories, there is no use trying to uncover any kind of 

regularities in the types of English causative constructions that belong to this category, as it is 

once again a mixed group representing all the different kinds fairly equally. However, just for 

the sake of completeness, animate CAUSERS appear in 69% of the concordances in this 

category and the ratio of the animate vs. inanimate CAUSEES is 56% to 44% respectively. As 

for the causation types, the percentages are 44% for inducive, 25% for volitional, 12% for 

affective and 19% for physical causation. The main goal of the analysis of this category is 

therefore to illustrate the variety of ways in which the English [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction 

can be translated into Czech.  

 

5 Conclusion 

 Considering the general analysis of the studied construction, the data used for the 

present paper supports the claim that although the English [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction is 

distinctly associated with inanimate CAUSERS and inanimate CAUSEES with regard to the 

other causative constructions, as Gilquin argues (see chapter 2.5.1), it still occurs more 

frequently with animate participants (see Figures 1 and 2), although in the case of CAUSERS 
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the difference was not so striking. The construction, furthermore, appears to be quite versatile 

in expressing all four types of causation as described by Talmy (see chapter 2.4.3). It did, 

nevertheless, exhibit a slight preference for the inducive and affective type (see Figure 3). 

 Based on the 200 random concordances that served as the study material for the present 

paper, it was determined that there are overall six different categories of the Czech translation 

counterparts of the English [X MAKE Y Vinf] construction: different syntactic roles, synthetic 

verb, analytical causative constructions, other verbs, other means of expressing causation and, 

lastly, different translation where the causative meaning is lost (explained in more detail in 

chapter 4.2.1). Out of these six, the first one with the shift of the syntactic roles in the translation 

occurred the most frequently in our data. The least popular categories seem to be the one using 

a synthetic verb and the fourth one with different (non-causative) verbs. 

 Undergoing a closer analysis of each category, the first and largest one exhibits two 

differing tendencies: in most examples the CAUSER or the causative relationship remains in 

the Czech counterpart in one way or another, in the rest, however, the causative aspect 

disappears in the process of translation. Where the CAUSER is present in Czech, it can be 

expressed in a number of different ways: an adjunct, degree and measure expressions, modal 

verbs, a particle, a possessive pronoun, etc. Based on our data it can be concluded that this 

subcategory exhibits a strong preference for inanimate CAUSERS, animate CAUSEES and the 

“make someone do something” semantic subtype, although this category is not restricted to 

these conditions. The second subtype, on the other hand, prefers animate CAUSERS more often 

and also has a much higher ratio of animate CAUSEES, however, as explained in chapter 4.2.2., 

neither of these seems to be the determining factor for the classification of certain sentences in 

this subcategory. The omission of the CAUSER or the causative relationship in the translation 

seems to be highly unpredictable and largely dependent on the context.  

 Considering the category with synthetic causative verbs, the only conclusion that can 

be made based on our data is that this category is quite restricted, as the arsenal of this kind of 

verbs in Czech is not very large. Consequently, it is also one of the two smallest categories in 

this research. The third category involves Czech analytical causative constructions with four 

different causative auxiliaries: nutit, přimět, nechat and způsobit. Although the ratios are 

naturally different with each verb, this category generally exhibits preference for animate 

participants. Out of these four, nutit seems to be the most associated with animate CAUSERS 

and CAUSEES (or at least those capable of volitional action) and with the “make someone do 

something” semantic subtype of the construction. None of these features, however, proved to 
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be a strict rule for a causative construction to be translated in this way into Czech. On the other 

hand, přimět, although being a close synonym of nutit, exhibited larger variety of the semantic 

subtypes. Nechat seems to be restricted to animate CAUSERS in Czech, while způsobit, 

although used sparsely to translate this construction, is probably quite versatile in this sense.  

 The last three categories encompass all the concordances that remained and did not fit 

into any of the previous categories. They are, first of all, the instances where the Czech 

equivalent resembles an analytical causative construction but does not, in fact, contain a 

causative verb but a different one. This is the second smallest category besides the one with the 

synthetic causative verb. Nevertheless, this small sample suggests that this kind of translation 

also attracts animate participants and the “make someone do something” semantic subtype of 

the construction. The fifth category is the second largest one, logically, since it contains a lot 

of different types of translation that still somehow express causativity but appeared with very 

low frequencies in our sample to be classified as a separate category. These concordances might 

serve as an overview of the different means translators use to express the causative relationship 

in Czech for it to sound natural, such as different verbs, adjuncts of reason, degree and measure 

expressions or a variety of phrases and idioms. In our sample there also appeared instances 

where the meaning of the Czech translation equivalent is, in fact, incredibly different from the 

English original and the meaning of causation disappears. This was only the case of 8% of the 

concordances in our research, which suggests that however challenging it might be at times to 

incorporate the causative aspect into the Czech language and keep the text fluent and natural, 

the widespread tendency is to find a way to do it and preserve the causativity in the translation. 

 All in all, the analysis of our sample did not corroborate our hypothesis as no clear 

connection a category of the Czech translation equivalents and one type of the English make-

construction was found, the only exception being the Czech verb nechat, which from its nature 

seems to be restricted to animate CAUSERS. Apart from that, we can only conclude that some 

of the categories exhibit certain tendencies, such as category 1a) which seems to attract the 

affective type of causation and the “make someone do something” semantic subtype of the 

construction. Similarly, category 3a) with the verb nutit also exhibits tendencies towards this 

semantic subtype but prefers both animate CAUSERS and CAUSEES. However, we have to 

take into account that animate participants are generally more frequent in our sample, which 

makes this claim inconclusive.  
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Sources 

Český národní korpus _ InterCorp. Ústav .eského národního korpusu FF UK, 

Praha. Accessed 14.10.2019, (<http://www.korpus.cz>). 
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Resumé  

Teoretická časť tejto práce najprv v kapitole 2.1 všeobecne popisuje sémantiku 

kauzativity, ktorá sa dá definovať ako „vzťah medzi dvomi udalosťami“ (Kastovsky 1973: 274). 

Kauzatívne slovesá teda vyjadrujú, že niekto alebo niečo „zapríčiní nový stav vecí“ (Biber a kol 

1999: 363). V kapitole 2.2 ďalej vysvetľujeme, že okrem týchto slovies (napr. cause, kill) sa 

však kauzativita v angličtine dá vyjadriť ešte niekoľkými ďalšími spôsobmi: predložkou (napr. 

as a result of, due to), spojkou (napr. because, since), príslovkou (napr. consequently, thereby), 

atď. Táto práca sa ale sústreďuje práve na kauzatívne slovesá a konštrukcie s nimi. Kastovsky 

(1973: 266-270) rozlišuje tri druhy konštrukcií, ktoré vyjadrujú kauzatívny vzťah: explicitné 

kauzatívne konštrukcie s pomocným kauzatívnym slovesom, explicitné kauzatívne konštrukcie 

s kauzatívnym slovesom, ktoré bolo odvodené od nekauzatívneho základu a implicitné 

kauzatívne konštrukcie so slovesom, ktoré je len sémanticky analyzovateľné ako kauzatívne. 

Hlavnou témou tejto práce je práve prvý spomínaný typ, ktorý sa bežne nazýva „perifrastické“ 

alebo „analytické kauzatívne konštrukcie“ (Kemmer a Verhagen 1994: 115) a bližšie ich 

popisuje kapitola 2.2.1.  

Analytické kauzatívne konštrukcie teda pozostávajú z dvoch častí: pomocného 

kauzatívneho slovesa (make, have, get, atď.) a nefinitného slovesného tvaru, ktorý vyjadruje 

efekt. Kemmer a Verhagen (1994: 122-3) ďalej rozlišujú dva druhy analytických kauzatívnych 

konštrukcií, a to netranzitívne, kde slovesu efektu zahŕňa len jedného účastníka (napr. I made 

Mary cry), a tranzitívne, kde toto sloveso zahŕňa dvoch účastníkov (napr. I made her eat some 

cake). Účastníkom kauzatívnej udalosti sa ďalej bližšie venuje kapitola 2.3. Keďže 

v analytických kauzatívnych slovesách je hlavným kauzatívne pomocné sloveso, ktoré samo 

o sebe nemá veľa sémantického obsahu, neviažu sa k nemu typické sémantické role ostatných 

vetných členov, tak ako je to pri plnovýznamových prísudkoch (napr. konateľ, zasiahnutý, atď.) 

(Kemmer a Verhagen 1994: 119). Účastníci analytických kauzatívnych konštrukcií sa preto 

označujú pojmami CAUSER, CAUSEE a AFFECTEE (ibid.) a bližšie ich definujú kapitoly 

2.3.1-2.3.4.  

CAUSER je počiatočným bodom kauzatívnej udalosti, keďže je to ten účastník, ktorý 

celú situáciu zapríčiňuje (ibid.). CAUSER môže konať schválne alebo aj nechtiac, stále však 

zostáva prvým elementom reťazca udalostí, ktoré sa v danej vete odohrávajú. Druhým členom 

kauzatívnej udalosti je CAUSEE, ktorý práve vykonáva tú činnosť, ktorú označuje sloveso 

efektu. AFFECTEE je nepovinný člen, ktorý sa môže vyskytovať v niektorých kauzatívnych 

vetách a väčšinou sa jedná o objekt/vec, nie o životného referenta. Označuje cieľ energie, ktorá 
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sa v celej kauzatívnej udalosti vynaložila (Kemmer a Verhagen 1994: 119). Efekt je taktiež 

dôležitým elementom každej analytickej kauzatívnej konštrukcie, aj keď nepatrí k účastníkom 

kauzatívnej situácie. Podobne u všetkých slovies pri ňom môžeme rozlišovať, či je tranzitívny, 

netranzitívny, ditranzitívny alebo sponový. Ďalej sa určuje jeho funkčná kategória, t.j. či daný 

efekt označuje materiálny, mentálny alebo relačný proces (Gilquin 2010: 123-6). Ako príklad 

môžeme uviesť vetu She made him type the letter, kde She je CAUSER, him je CAUSEE, type 

je slovesu efektu (v angličtine „effected predicate“) a the letter sa označuje ako AFFECTEE. 

 Na základe vyššie uvedených kritérií sa ďalej rozlišujú rôzne druhy kauzativity 

(kapitola 2.4). Kastovsky píše o „active“ a „stative causation“ (Kastovsky 1973: 276), ktorá sa 

odvíja od toho, či je CAUSER aktívne zapojený v zapríčinení danej situácie (kapitola 2.4.1). 

Ďalšia typológia je priama a nepriama kauzativita (Shibatani 2002: 11), a tá záleží na tom, či 

CAUSER vykoná danú činnosť sám a ovplyvní tak AFFECTEE alebo použije nejakého 

prostredníka (teda práve CAUSEE) (kapitola 2.4.2). Talmy (in Gilquin 2010: 119) ďalej 

rozlišuje štyri druhy kauzativity na základe životnosti účastníkov kauzatívnej udalosti: inducive 

(obaja životní), volitional (životný CAUSER a neživotný CAUSEE), affetive (neživotný 

CAUSER a životný CAUSEE) a physical (obaja neživotní) (kapitola 2.4.3). 

 Táto práca sa sústreďuje na anglickú analytickú kauzatívnu konštrukciu make someone 

do something, a preto sa začiatok kapitoly 2.5 venuje kauzatívnemu pomocnému slovesu make 

a jeho sémantike. Gilquin (2010) vypracovala detailnú analýzu všetkých analytických 

kauzatívnych konštrukcií v anglickom jazyku a popísala ich okrem iného aj na základe 

účastníkov v kauzatívnej udalosti. Keďže hlavnou témou tejto práce je práve konštrukcia [X 

make Y Vinf], ako ju Gilquin označuje, vybrali sme z jej analýzy charakteristiky práve tejto 

konštrukcie a popísali ich v teoretickej časti (kapitola 2.5.1). Prvá vec, ktorá z nej vyplýva je, 

že [X make Y Vinf] sa oproti ostatným konštrukciám typickejšie vyskytuje s neživotnými 

CAUSERS a CAUSEES. Ďalej je zaujímavé napríklad to, že táto konštrukcia sa výrazne spája 

s mentálnymi a relačnými procesmi a tromi zo štyroch druhov kauzativity podľa Talmyho. 

Gilquin (ibid. 134) teda prichádza k záveru, že konštrukcia [X make Y Vinf] je najvšestrannejšia 

zo všetkých analytických kauzatívnych konštrukcií v anglickom jazyku. 

 Kapitola 2.5.3 je venovaná sémantickými podtypom danej konštrukcie. Wierzbicka 

(2014: 128) totiž rozlišuje šesť podtypov interpersonálnej (životný CAUSER aj CAUSEE) 

make-konštrukcie: making something happen to someone (kapitola 2.5.3.1), making someone 

feel something (kapitola 2.5.3.2), making someone think something (kapitola 2.5.3.3), making 

someone want something (kapitola 2.5.3.4), making someone cry (kaptola 2.5.3.5) a making 
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someone do something (kapitola 2.5.3.6). Posledná kapitola teoretickej časti (2.6) sa venuje 

kauzativite v českom jazyku. V češtine sa kauzatívne slovesá rozdeľujú na faktitiva 

a sémantické kauzatíva (Karlík a kol. 2002: 412-3). Existujú tiež analytické kauzatívne 

konštrukcie, a to dva druhy: konštrukcie so slovesami dát alebo nechat doplnené infinitívom 

a konštrukcie so slovesami ako napr. způsobit a podraďovacou vetou (ibid. 413). Ako vyplýva 

zo štúdie Čermáka a Štichauera (2010), čeština má však omnoho väčšie množstvo spôsobov, 

ako kauzativitu vyjadriť, a práve to sa bude bližšie skúmať v praktickej časti.  

 V kapitole 3 sa popisuje materiál a metodológia výskumu. Analyzovali sme 200 

náhodných konkordancií z paralelného korpusu InterCorp. Zo zdrojov beletrie  pôvodne 

napísanej v angličtine sme vyfiltrovali vety s konštrukciou make someone do something a ich 

české prekladové ekvivalenty. Nechali sme ich náhodne premiešať a po odstránení nevhodných 

príkladov sme vybrali 200 konkordancií na analýzu (Appendix A). Tie sa ďalej na základe 

českého prekladu rozdelili do šiestich kategórií, čo je bližšie popísané v praktickej časti. 

Cieľom analýzy bolo potvrdiť alebo vyvrátiť hypotézu, že existuje určitá korelácia medzi 

konkrétnym sémantickým podtypom make-konštrukcie a spôsobom, akým sa najčastejšie 

prekladá do češtiny. 

 V kapitole 4.1 najprv našu vzorku všeobecne analyzujeme. Zistili sme, že sa v nej 

častejšie vyskytujú životní CAUSERS (53%) aj CAUSEES (66%) a sú zastúpené všetky štyri 

druhy kauzativity podľa Talmyho, aj keď inducive a affective sú o niečo frekventovanejšie 

(Figure 3).  V kapitole 4.2 potom nasleduje popis šiestich kategórií, do ktorých sme 200 

konkordancií z tejto vzorky rozdelili a detailná analýza každej z nich. Prvá kategória sa nazýva 

„different syntactic roles“ a označuje prípady, kde sa v českom preklade pôvodný CAUSEE 

z angličtiny stane podmetom českej vety (kapitola 4.2.2). Ďalej v nej existujú dva podtypy 

podľa toho, či kauzativita v českej verzii zostane vyjadrená alebo sa v preklade stratí. České 

prekladové náprotivky v druhej kategórii zas musia obsahovať syntetické kauzatívne sloveso 

(napr. rozplakat), teda také, ktoré obsahuje ako kauzatívny rys, tak aj význam slovesa efektu 

(kapitola 4.2.3). Tretia kategória sa týka českých analytických kauzatívnych konštrukcií, ktoré 

sa v našej vzorke vyskytli so štyrmi rôznymi slovesami: nutit, přimět, nechat a způsobit 

(kapitola 4.2.4). Štvrtá kategória je pomerne malá a obsahuje prípady, kde sa český prekladový 

ekvivalent podobá na analytickú kauzatívnu konštrukciu, neobsahuje však pomocné kauzatívne 

sloveso ale nejaké iné, všeobecnejšie (napr. docílit) (kapitola 4.2.5). Do posledných dvoch 

kategórií sme zaradili všetky zostávajúce príklady, kde bolo veľké množstvo rôznych 

prekladových ekvivalentov a nedali sa zaradiť do žiadnej z prvých štyroch kategórií. Rozdiel 
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medzi nimi je, že piata kategória obsahuje tie prípady, kde český preklad nejakým spôsobom 

zachováva a vyjadruje kauzativitu (kapitola 4.2.6). Naproti tomu, v príkladoch zo šiestej 

kategórie kauzativity v preklade zmizla a česká verzia sa často výrazne významovo odlišuje od 

anglického originálu (kapitola 4.2.7).  

 Po detailnej analýze každej kategórie zvlášť sme prišli k záveru, že naša hypotéza sa 

nepotvrdila (kapitola 6). Nenašli sme žiadnu celkom jasnú koreláciu medzi určitým 

sémantickým podtypom anglickej make someone do something konštrukcie a spôsobom 

prekladu do češtiny. Za jedinú výnimku sa dá považovať alternatíva a českou analytickou 

kauzatívnou konštrukciou so slovesom nechat, ktoré sa vyskytlo len so životnými CAUSERS. 

Okrem toho sme nevypozorovali žiadnu inú pravidelnosť ale len tendencie v niektorých 

prípadoch. Typ kauzativty affective a sémantický podtyp konštrukcie „make someone do 

something“ sa napríklad často prekladajú spôsobom popísaným v prvej kategórii, kde 

kauzativita zostane vyjadrená. Tento podtyp sa ale často vyskytol aj v kategórii číslo 3 so 

slovesom nutit. Z našej analýzy tiež vyplýva, že táto kategória pravdepodobne preferuje 

životných CAUSER a CAUSEES, ktorí však boli v našej vzorke celkovo frekventovanejší, čo 

určite výsledky ovplyvnilo. Najčastejším spôsobom, ako preložiť konštrukciu make someone 

do something do češtiny, je podľa nášho výskumu prvá alternatíva, teda zmena syntaktických 

rolí (kapitola 4.2). 
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Appendix A 

List of excerpts 

A-1 Different syntactic roles 

a) CAUSER retained 

A-1.1  'It'll make his toes grow out until they're as long as his fingers …' 

„Vyrostou mu po něm prsty na nohou do přesně takové délky, jak má dlouhé 

prsty na rukou …“ 

A-1.2  The others had been slipped in with the letters she made Sabitha write. 

Ty ostatní vždycky vsunula k těm, které na její nátlak psala Sabitha. 

A-1.3  "Raspberry," he said (the name itself made Bensenhaver close his eyes), "if you 

want   to keep your balls on, you tell us where the woman is."  

"Raspberry," řekl (při vyslovení jména samého musel zavřít oči)," jestli chcete, 

aby vám koule zůstaly viset, řekněte nám, kde je ta žena." 

A-1.4     He did not believe that simply cleaning a painter's studio would make the 

smell linger on my clothes, my skin, my hair.  

Nevěřil, že při pouhém uklízení malířského ateliéru by mi ten pach utkvěl na 

oblečení, na kůži i ve vlasech. 

A-1.5 No, my only chance is to try and make José forget politics and become an 

American. 

Ne, mám jen jedinou naději, že se mi povede, aby José zapomněl na politiku a 

stal se americkým občanem. 

A-1.6 ‘The pistachio nuts have made my fear go away.  

„Díky těm pistáciím můj strach ze smrti někam zmizel. 

A-1.7 That was what made people laugh.  

A tomuhle se právě lidi smáli. 

A-1.8 They reached the street and the way Trimble's face tightened at the roar of 

traffic made Orrison take one more guess.  

Vyšli na ulici, a když Orrison viděl, jak v hluku a hřmotu projíždějících aut 

tuhnou panu Trimblovi všechny svaly v obličej, pronesl další zkusmý dohad: 

A-1.9 George said that if it was going to make Harris eat more than Harris ordinarily 

ate, then he should protest against Harris having a bath at all.  

Na to řekl George, že jestli po koupeli spořádá Harris ještě víc jídla než 

obvykle, pak on, George, musí být ostře proti tomu, aby se Harris koupal. 

A-1.10 The logic of Oren Rath's peculiar version of sanity made everything sharpen 

for Hope;  

Ve světle Rathovy zvláštní verze normálního usuzování jako by před Hope 

všechno vyvstávalo ostřeji; 

A-1.11 There is something foolishly threatening in his voice that makes Garp draw 

back and look at Mrs. Ralph.  

Z jeho hlasu zaznívá cosi bláznivě hrozivého, že se Garp až stáhne a dívá se 

na paní Ralphovou. 

A-1.12 And then, feeling a little muddle-headed (the heat made the brandy take effect 

at once), he wondered how all this had begun, where the tragedy had started.  

A pak s trochu zamotanou hlavou (brandy v horku ihned zapůsobila) 

zauvažoval, jak to všechno vzniklo, kde tragédie začala. 

A-1.13 As he crawled, the dank air and dust choked his lungs, his eyes smarted and the 

terrifying distance down made his heads spin.  
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Vlhký vzduch se tlačil Zafodovi do plic, oči ho pálily a z té strašlivé výšky se 

mu točily obě hlavy. 

A-1.14 The front three rows of students drew backward as the carriage hurtled ever 

lower, coming in to land at a tremendous speed — then, with an almighty crash 

that made Neville jump backward onto a Slytherin fifth year's foot, the horses' 

hooves, larger than dinner plates, hit the ground.  

Přední tři řady studentů ucouvly dozadu, když se kočár snesl níž a ještě pořád 

závratnou rychlostí se chystal přistát - a pak, s dunivým zahřměním, při němž 

Neville uskočil a šlápl na nohu jednomu studentovi pátého ročníku ze Zmijozelu, 

kopyta koní větší než talíře uhodila o zem. 

A-1.15 he would cock an ear to the whinny of his coach-horses, whose splendour would 

make England die of jealousy;  

jindy zbystří sluch, když zařehtají koně z jeho spřežení, nad jejichž krásou 

Angličané umírají závistí… 

A-1.16 Not that that would make Mike commit murder.  

Nikoli ovšem to, že by se Mike kvůli něčemu takovému dopustil vraždy. 

A-1.17 She tore into the room and snatched it from me, yelling, “Already they’re taking 

his things away from him!” in a way that made the skin gather down my head 

and the whole length of my neck.  

Vtrhla do pokoje a vyrvala mi nástroj z ruky s mocným řevem: „Už mu berou 

jeho věci!“, až se mi z toho nakrabatila kůže na hlavě až dolů po krku. 

A-1.18 ‘It does make your skull look rather … neat.  

„Tvoje hlava v tom vypadá dost … úhledně. 

A-1.19 He suffered from an adenoidal problem that made his words bleed into each 

other through a humming sound in his nostrils.  

Trpěl zánětem nosní mandle, a tím mu v bzučivém chvění v nose vplývalo 

jedno slovo v druhé. 

A-1.20 They knew that everything they called reality, the web of rules that made life 

happen, was a bubble on the tide.  

Vědí, že všechno, čemu říkají realita, ta spleť nařízení, která mají na svědomí, 

že se život odehrává, je pouhopouhá bublina na hřebenu vlny. 

A-1.21 but he knew that they were really struggling to make spells work without 

saying incantations aloud.  

Věděl ale, že ve skutečnosti se usilovně snaží o to, aby jejich kouzla fungovala, 

aniž by museli pronést příslušné zaříkadlo nahlas. 

A-1.22 …and the fact that so many people are close by, unaware of him, makes Henry 

feel all the more isolated.  

…a ze skutečnosti, že je poblíž tolik lidí, aniž o něm vědí, se Henry cítí o to 

opuštěněji. 

A-1.23 Or maybe just being a father makes everyone forgive you, because after all it’s 

the only sure thing we’re here for.  

Anebo se možná člověku všechno odpustí jen proto, že se stane otcem, protože 

je to koneckonců jeho jediné nepochybné poslání. 

A-1.24 This sweet, obliging, smiling girl was nothing like the image that had made his 

throat go dry, of a woman in the grip of passion, moaning and sweating beneath 

him, and he felt cheated.  

Tahle hodná, oddaná, usmívající se dívka byla na hony vzdálená jeho představám 

o ženě zmítané vášní a sténající a potící se pod jeho vahou – představám, při 

nichž mu vysychalo hrdlo. Připadal si podvedený. 
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A-1.25 For the first time since he’s met her, she’s smiling—in a way that makes Serge 

feel embarrassed…  

Poprvé za tu dobu, co se znají, se usmívá, a to způsobem, z nějž je Serge 

v rozpacích… 

A-1.26 "An' they haven't invented a spell our Hermione can' do," said Hagrid proudly, 

making Hermione go a brilliant shade of magenta.  

"A eště nevymysleli kouzlo, který by nesvedla naše Hermiona," prohlásil Hagrid 

hrdě, takže rázem zčervenala jako fuchsie. 

A-1.27 One name makes Audley hesitate…  

U jednoho jména Audley zaváhá… 

A-1.28 …a horrid cold sound that made Rikki-tikki jump back two clear feet.  

…strašlivý mrazivý zvuk, tak že Riki-Tiki až odskočil na dvě stopy na zad. 

A-1.29 Maybe it was the effect of the morning sunlight slanting across the pillows of 

the bed that made her hair appear more blond.  

V ranním sluníčku dopadajícím šikmo na polštář vypadaly možná její vlasy 

světlejší. 

A-1.30 I had to hurry to catch up, and the run made my heart ring a high, excited pitch 

in my head.  

Jak jsem za nima pospíchal, rozbušilo se mi z toho fofru srdce a rozezvonilo 

hlavu vysokým pobouřeným zvoněním. 

A-1.31 You made that Bludger try and kill me?"  

To ty můžeš za to, že se mě ten Potlouk pokoušel zabít?" 

A-1.32 The low-slung shorts made his chest look even wider, his waist more tapered. 

V nízko posazených šortkách vypadala jeho hruď ještě širší a pas ještě užší. 

A-1.33 I suppose it makes Daniel feel better that Owen’s attacked Jerry too.  

Myslím, že Daniel se cítí trochu líp, když Owen zaútočil i na Jerryho. 

A-1.34 …she had been making objects zoom across the room to her all lesson…  

…během hodiny k ní na povel svištěly nejrůznější předměty jeden za 

druhým… 

A-1.35 What made Carol tell you?'  

Proč vám to řekla Garol?" 

A-1.36 The bottle Nathan brought was of such a quality as to make Sophie want to 

redefine the nature of taste;  

Láhev, kterou Nathan přinesl, byla tak kvalitní, že Sophie musela své chuťové 

představy revidovat; 

A-1.37 In the end she'd succeeded in making Emile take practically every joint 

possession that she liked or valued…  

Nakonec se jí podařilo dosáhnout toho, že si Emile odvezl prakticky každý 

kousek vybavení, který se jí líbil, nebo pro ni měl nějakou cenu… 

A-1.38 Harry turned over his paper, his heart thumping hard – three rows to his right and 

four seats ahead Hermione was already scribbling – and lowered his eyes to the 

first question : a ) Give the incantation and b ) describe the wand movement 

required to make objects fly.  

Podíval se na první otázku: a) napište zaklínadlo a b) popište pohyb hůlky 

potřebné k tomu, aby předměty létaly. 

A-1.39 It was true that I could make money go farther, but Lucy thought less about 

economics than Charlotte.  

Je pravda, že mně peníze vydržely déle, ale Lucy zase uvažovala o hospodaření 

míň než Charlotta. 
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A-1.40 Also, I was aware from my readings that the boredom and other aspects of prison 

life can be exploited to make people feel disoriented by being impersonal;  

Také jsem z četby věděl, že nuda a další aspekty života ve vězení mohou v rámci 

sociálního prostředí, tak velmi citlivého k těm, kteří toto prostředí ovládají, 

sloužit k tomu, že se lidé cítí zmateni 

A-1.41 It was sodium thiopental , a - crude drug sometimes used to make people talk.  

Byl to thiopental sodný, přípravek, který někdy používali, aby lidé promluvili. 

A-1.42 Amy Lawrence was proud and glad, and she tried to make Tom see it in her 

face - but he wouldn't look.  

Amy Lawrencová byla pyšná a šťastná a snažila se, aby to Tom viděl na její 

tváři, ale Tom se na ni ne a ne podívat. 

A-1.43 But it is essentialist in so far as Marx neither inquires into the variety of ends 

which these institutions may possibly serve (or be made to serve), nor suggests 

what institutional reforms are necessary in order to make the state serve those 

ends which he himself might deem desirable.  

Ale je esencialistická, nakolik Marx nezkoumá rozmanitost cílů, jimž mohou tyto 

instituce sloužit (případně mohou být vytvořeny, aby sloužily), ani nenavrhuje, 

jaké institucionální reformy jsou nezbytné k tomu, aby byl vytvořen stát, jenž 

by sloužil těm cílům, které sám považuje za žádoucí. 

A-1.44 In later years Flaubert comes to resent the insistent fame of his masterpiece, 

which makes others see him as a one-book author.  

V pozdějších letech začne být spisovateli neumdlévající sláva, kterou mu 

mistrovské dílo přinese, protivná; mnozí ho totiž budou považovat za autora 

jediné knihy. 

A-1.45 Cedric did this weird thing where he Transfigured a rock on the ground…turned 

it into a dog…he was trying to make the dragon go for the dog instead of him. 

Cedric si samozřejmě pomohl tím kouzlem, když přeměnil obyčejný balvan, 

který ležel na zemi…udělal z něj psa a snažil se, aby se drak radši vrhl právě 

na toho psa. 

A-1.46 And out of it came something that made Harry let out a long, piercing scream 

unheard by anyone.  

…a z nich se vyřítilo něco tak podivného, že Harry dlouze, pronikavě 

vykřikl. To ale patrně nikdo jiný neslyšel. 

A-1.47 “AmeriCare closed the ER at Samaritan to cut costs and make everyone come 

here.  

Pánové z AmeriCare zrušili pohotovostní ambulanci u Samaritánů, aby snížili 

náklady, a teď musejí všichni lidi sem. 

A-1.48 When you're cruising down the road in the fast lane and you lazily sail past a few 

hard driving cars and are feeling pretty pleased with yourself and then 

accidentally change down from fourth to first instead of third thus making your 

engine leap out of your bonnet in a rather ugly mess…  

Když člověk jede po silnici v rychlém pruhu a lenivě propluje kolem hezké řádky 

lopotících se aut a cítí se náramně spokojený sám se sebou, a pak omylem přeřadí 

ze čtyřky na jedničku místo na trojku, takže motor málem vyskočí zpod kapoty 

v podobě ošklivé rozplácliny… 

A-1.49 Her air was not conciliating, nor was her manner of receiving them such as to 

make her visitors forget their inferior rank.  

Neoplývala přívětivostí ani neuvítala hosty tak, že by zapomněli na své 

podřadné postavení. 
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A-1.50 And you can hope that Bensenhaver's popularity is big enough to make people 

go back and read the first two novels-for which you deserve to be better known.  

A můžete doufat, že popularita Bensenhavera bude natolik veliká, že se lidé 

vrátí k vašim dvěma prvním románům, pro které byste si zasloužil být znám 

daleko lépe. 

A-1.51 …the Schlesinger Report noted that the initial intention was to make detainees 

feel more vulnerable and to become more compliant with interrogators.  

…Schlesingerova zpráva poznamenává, že původním záměrem bylo, aby vězni 

měli pocit větší zranitelnosti a ochotněji spolupracovali s vyšetřovateli. 

A-1.52 Perhaps, Jennie thought proudly, she'd made Porter forget he'd arranged a visit.  

Teď ji napadlo, že kvůli ní na jejich návštěvu zapomněl, a udělalo jí to velice 

dobře. 

 

 

b) CAUSER omitted 

A-1.53 Although he was popular, something about him made people keep their 

distance.  

Třebaže byl velmi oblíben, lidé si od něj zachovávali určitý odstup. 

A-1.54 However, I notice that Guard Arnett is duly taking note of this affront and know 

that he will make the prisoner pay dearly for the contraband cigarette and his 

wise-aleck smirk.  

Pak si ale všimnu dozorce Arnetta, který tuhle provokaci zaznamenal, a vím, že 

vězeň určitě za tuhle nepovolenou cigaretu a přechytralý, samolibý úsměv ještě 

draze zaplatí. 

A-1.55 Instead, it made the sweat pour out of her, and the tighter she closed her eyes, 

the more violent the images became, interweaving the terrible memories of 

Zurich on the Guisan Quai when a man named Jason Bourne had saved her life.  

Z tváře se jí začal řinout pot. Čím pevněji tiskla víčka k sobě, tím divočejší 

obrazy viděla. Byly promíchané s hroznými vzpomínkami na nábřeží Guisan 

Quai v Curychu, kde jí zachránil život Jason Bourne. 

A-1.56 'Timothy kicked the ball and made Thomas fall down,'  

"Timothy do míče kopl a Thomas spadl," 

A-1.57 Putting on a military-style uniform made him feel silly, given the overflowing 

black hair on his face and head, a contrast that he worried might make 

prisoners laugh at him.  

Oblékl si vojenskou uniformu a měl dojem, že vypadá hloupě, protože nosil bujné 

černé vlasy. Byl to kontrast a Burdan se bál, jestli se mu vězni nebudou smát. 

A-1.58 "Look, make Mother take you and me to Our Glass Lake tomorrow."  

"Heleďte se, ať nás zejtra věrné máti na Topásový jezero." 

A-1.59 “It will make the Don lose respect and right now he can’t afford that.”  

Don by ztratil úctu a zrovna teď si něco takového nemůže dovolit.“ 

A-1.60 … to start an avenging punch that made Nately call out his name and made 

Colonel Cathcart blanch and retreat prudently smack into General Dreedle…  

… a chystal se plukovníkovi jednu ubalit a Nately ho okřikl - "Yossariane!" - a 

plukovník Cathcart zbledl jako křída a dal se prozíravě na ústup a dupl 

přitom na nohu generálu Dreedlovi… 

A-1.61 Van’s triumph and well done, Cowley, came a fear that for a moment made 

cold water run down his spine, between his shoulder blades…  
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A tu do Tomovy radosti nad Vanovým vítězstvím a výborně, Cowleyi, zasáhl 

strach, kapičky ledového potu se mu vyřinuly podél páteře a stékaly mezi 

lopatkami 

A-1.62 Love will make men dare to die for their beloved – Love alone.’  

Vždyť toliko milující se odhodlávají za druhého podstoupit i smrt.“ 

A-1.63 Or is that his idea of how to make foreigners understand?  

Nebo si představuje, že mu takhle budou cizinci líp rozumět? 

A-1.64 I never did see the point of making actors turn their backs on a substantial 

section of the audience while they 're speaking… 

I v dobách, kdy jsem slyšel dobře, jsem neviděl valného smyslu v tom, aby herci 

při řeči stáli k podstatné části obecenstva zády… 

A-1.65 As Colonel Korn often remarked, the war was crawling with group commanders 

who were merely doing their duty, and it required just some sort of dramatic 

gesture like making his group fly more combat missions than any other bomber 

group to spotlight his unique qualities of leadership.  

Jak často připomínal podplukovník Korn válka se přímo hemžila veliteli skupin, 

kteří pouze plnili svou povinnost, a chtěl-li upozornit na své jedinečné velitelské 

kvality, nezbývalo než učinit nějaké dramatické gesto - třeba právě to, že 

mládenci z jeho skupiny nalétají více akcí než jakákoli jiná bombardovací 

skupina. 

A-1.66 “I like having it now except that it makes the snot drip out of my nose.”  

„Teď se mi to už celkem líbí, ale jen kdyby mi pořád neteklo z nosu.“ 

A-1.67 ‘I … well, I was asleep …’ said Harry and, even in his terror and his desperation 

to make Dumbledore understand, he felt slightly irritated…  

"Já … no, spal jsem …," začal Harry a i přes svoje zděšení a touhu, aby ho 

Brumbál pochopil, ho trochu popudilo… 

A-1.68 he’s shown him its mechanics, how to scale figures and objects so as to make 

them appear distant, how to make lines converge towards a vanishing point set 

within or just beyond the picture’s border and so on.  

předvede mu její systém, ukáže, jak rozměřit postavy a předměty, aby vypadaly 

jako v dálce, jak se mají linky sbíhat k úběžníku, ať už se ten nachází na obrázku, 

nebo mimo něj, a tak dále. 

A-1.69 However, sometimes the “science of creating killers” can get out of hand and 

make murder become ordinary.  

Nicméně někdy se „věda o vytváření vrahů“ může vymknout kontrole a vražda 

se stává běžnou. 

A-1.70 Laughing made Pop give a sudden belch…  

Taťka Larkin se zasmál, náhle říhl… 

A-1.71 Fifty grand a year I was knocking down, and almost all of it tax-free, since I 

made my customers pay me in cash.  

Hodilo mi to padesát tisíc ročně, a většina z toho byl nezdaněný příjem, protože 

jsem měl pacienty k tomu, aby mi platili hezky z ručky do ručky. 

 

A-1.72 To see Vittorio hurtling down the stairs, his shoes falling to the carpet as if 

in pursuit, made Freda admire him all over again.  

Vittorio se řítil ze schodů, boty se za ním kutálely po koberci, jako kdyby ho 

pronásledovaly, a Freda k němu znovu pocítila bezmezný obdiv. 

A-1.73 Someday I’m going to make Him pay.  

Jednou mi za to bude muset zaplatit. 

A-1.74 “Think they'll make ya pay for em?” he said.  
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Jednou mi za to bude muset zaplatit. 

A-1.75 With a flick of his wand he made Travers come with them…  

Travers poslušně vykročil… 

A-1.76 “I always made Lucas get it from the river.  

„Lucas mi ji vždycky nosil z řeky. 

A-1.77 Why shouldn't I want to make people laugh and be happy like me? 

”Proč bych neměl chtít, aby se lidi smáli a byli šťastní jako já?" 

A-1.78 "Made the skin raise up.“  

"Kůže jako by se mu pozdvihla." 

A-1.79 "Why don't they have a special room for this sort of thing, and make people keep 

to it?“  

"Proč tu na tyhle věci nemají nějaký zvláštní pokoj, kde by ty lidičky 

internovali?" 

A-1.80 But I never knew if it got across or not, since it’s pretty tough to make people 

understand you when you’re talking to them with two crab apples in your 

cheeks.’  

Jenom jsem nikdy nevěděl, jestli tomu ten člověk rozuměl, protože když mluvíš 

s dvěma pláňatama v hubě, tak lidi těžko chápou, co jim vykládáš." 

 

A-2 Synthetic causative verb 

A-2.1 And he can also make objects move or do anything else…  

Také dokáže pohnout věcmi i čímkoli jiným… 

A-2.2 It was a completely meaningless set of circumstances that made Dean come, 

and similarly I went off with him for no reason.  

Deana za mnou přivedl naprosto nesmyslný sled okolností a stejně bez 

důvodu jsem teď odfrčel i já s ním. 

A-2.3 Rather it made Him come alive, it uncrucified Him, if not completely, then at 

least partially.  

Spíš ho to oživovalo, zbavovalo kříže, aspoň částečně, i když ne úplně. 

A-2.4 The word bang made Pop remember something.  

Slovo odpálil taťkovi něco připomnělo. 

A-2.5 The chaplain’s cry made Colonel Korn stop once more.  

"Pane podplukovníku!" zastavilo ho znovu kaplanovo zavolání. 

A-2.6 Everyone commented on how not even death itself had been able to erase the 

nobility and the dignity of the great Don’s countenance and such remarks made 

Amerigo Bonasera fill with knowing pride, a curious sense of power.  

Padaly pochvalné zmínky, že ani smrt nedokázala z tváře velkého dona smazat 

ušlechtilost a důstojnost a tyto poznámky plnily Ameriga Bonaseru 

zaslouženou pýchou a zvláštním pocitem moci. 

A-2.7 On the road I made Terry sit down on my bag to make her look like a woman 

in distress, and right off a truck stopped and we ran for it, all glee-giggles.  

Na silnici jsem Terry posadil na svůj bágl, aby vypadala jako ženská v 

nesnázích, a rovnou už nám stavěl náklaďák. 

 

A-3 Analytical causative constructions 

a) nutit   
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A-3.1 I had the vanity to imagine — even if I didn’t put it more strongly than this — 

that I could make Veronica like me again, and that it was important to do so.  

Marnivě jsem si představoval, že dokážu přinutit Veroniku, aby mě zase měla 

ráda, a že je to pro mě důležité – ačkoli takhle přímo jsem to v tu chvíli rozhodně 

neformuloval. 

A-3.2 “Every time you throw a snail off the dock,” Ray teased Homer Wells, “you’re 

making someone start his whole life over.”  

"Vždycky když je shodíš z přístavní hráze," škádlíval Ray Homera Wellse, 

"přinutíš je, aby začínaly celý svůj život znova od začátku." 

A-3.3 'I made Saruman lock it and give me the keys.  

"Donutil jsem Sarumana, aby zamkl a klíče mi dal. 

A-3.4 A movement in the air made Susan look up.  

Pohyb ve vzduchu přinutil Zuzanu zvednout hlavu. 

A-3.5 But Bert had a friend who works in a place where they make these new drugs and 

there’s what they call a truth drug you’ve read about it perhaps in the paper and 

it makes people speak the truth whether they want to or not.  

Ale Bert měl kamaráda, co pracuje v jedné fabrice, kde se vyrábějí tyhlencty nové 

drogy a taky ta, co se jmenuje droga pravdy, možná že jste o tom četla v novinách, 

a ta droga lidi donutí, aby mluvili pravdu, ať chtějí nebo nechtějí. 

A-3.6 …when finally he succeeded in finding some friends he made Stella take a stiff 

drink.  

Když se mu konečně podařilo najít nějaké známé, donutil Stellu vypít skleničku 

alkoholu. 

A-3.7 In fact it was the quiet way she said them that made Nanny hesitate.  

Naopak, byl to právě ten tichý způsob, kterým je řekla, co přinutil Stařenku 

Oggovou k zaváhání. 

A-3.8 The master makes the pupil do all the menial jobs, and then it turns out that 

really the pupil is learning things of great…  

Učitel přinutí žáka dělat všechny možné podřadné práce a činnosti a pak se 

ukáže, že se při tom žák naučil moudrosti a dovednosti nedozírné ceny…  

A-3.9 If you are a hymenopteran female, the most efficient way for you to propagate 

your genes is to refrain from breeding yourself, and to make your mother 

provide you with reproductive sisters and brothers in the ratio 3:1.  

Pro samici blanokřídlého hmyzu je neúčinnějším způsobem šíření jejích genů 

upustit od vlastního rozmnožování a donutit matku, aby jí dávala reproduktivní 

sestry a bratry v poměru 3:1. 

A-3.10 Just make Christian Fisher tell you where it is.’  

Stačí, když přinutíte Christiana Fishera, aby vám řekl, kde to je.“ 

A-3.11 He made Yuli ignore the distant wolves and study all he saw in terms of esoteric 

art.  

Přinutil Yuliho ignorovat vzdálené vytí vlků a pozorně studovat vše, co se jim 

nabízelo k vidění. 

A-3.12 … when a peak of one wave crosses the trough of another, they tend to cancel 

each other out, as the peak tries to make the water go up while the trough tries 

to drag it down.  

… setká-li se hřeben jedné vlny s údolím vlny jiné, snaží se navzájem vyrušit, 

protože hřeben nutí vodu se zvýšit, kdežto údolí ji naopak tahá dolů. 

A-3.13 He got rid of the clubby faculty lunchroom, which boasted the most exquisite of 

the paneled oak interiors on the campus, converted it back into the honors seminar 
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room it was intended to be, and made die faculty eat in the cafeteria with the 

students.  

Zrušil profesorskou jídelnu, která spíš připomínala klub a honosila se 

nejskvostnějším dubovým obložením na Atheně, proměnil místnost na studovnu 

pro postgraduální studenty, k čemuž byla původně určena, a donutil pedagogy 

jíst společně se studenty v menze. 

A-3.14 This capricious beast had been trained to caracole, and his owner had taken to 

impressing girls by making the beast execute this pretty trick whenever he saw 

one.  

Tahle rozmarná potvora uměla karakolu neboli půlobrat vlevo či vpravo a její 

majitel si zvykl dělat dojem na slečny tím, že kdykoliv nějakou potkal, donutil 

zvíře provést právě tenhle krásný kousek. 

A-3.15 And then all of a sudden you quit it, make Charlotte throw up her job to start 

out in February to live in a mine shaft in Utah, without a railroad or a telephone 

or even a decent can, on a salary of -”  

A pak z ničeho nic s tím praštíš, přinutíš Charlottu, aby pustila své místo, a 

rozjedete se v únoru žít na dole v Utahu, kde není dráha, ani telefon, ani slušný 

hajzl, s platem-" 

A-3.16 Making Gavin get off his butt hadn't been worth the quarrels that invariably 

followed.  

Nutit Gavina, aby pohnul kostrou, nestálo za ty hádky, které by nevyhnutelně 

následovaly. 

A-3.17 “I wonder why the magician would want to make people leave London?”  

„To bych ráda věděla, proč ten mág nutí lidi stěhovat se z Londýna.“ 

A-3.18 Moses seized the golden calf, burned it, ground it to powder, mixed it with water 

and made the people swallow it.  

Mojžíš vzal tele, spálil ho, rozdrtil na prach, ten smíchal s vodou a donutil lidi, 

aby ji vypili. 

A-3.19 Burdan makes Sarge bend over in a fixed position touching his toes, so that he 

doesn’t have to look at his face again.  

Burdan přinutí Seržu předklonit se, až se dotýká prstů na nohou, a v této 

poloze zůstat, aby se mu nemusel dívat do obličeje. 

A-3.20 Hellmann makes Paul-5704 demonstrate the way to do good push-ups for 

416’s edification.  

Hellmann přinutí Paula-5704, aby zasvětil 416 do toho, jak se správně dělají 

kliky. 

A-3.21 Nothing could make Rufus do what the police claimed. 

Rufuse by nic nepřinutilo udělat to, o čem mluvila policie. 

A-3.22 The line went out and out and out but it was slowing now and he was making 

the fish earn each inch of it.  

Šňůra utíkala a utíkala, ale její běh se už zpomaloval a stařec nutil rybu, aby si 

každý coul vybojovala. 

A-3.23 We made everyone stand up against the wall with their arms straight out.  

Přinutili jsme všechny stát u zdi s nataženýma rukama. 

 

b) přimět 

A-3.24 And then, as if to counteract the soft sop, he briskly made Charles accompany 

him to the stables to see his latest brood mare, bought for ‘ a hundred guineas less 

than she was worth’;  
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A potom, jako by se zastyděl za ten záchvat změkčilosti, přiměl náhle Charlese, 

aby se s ním šel podívat do stájí na jeho nejnovější klisnu." Dostal jsem ji o sto 

guinejí levněji, než je její skutečná cena," řekl a byla to v jeho mysli zcela 

nevědomá, ale zřejmě přesná paralela k jeho druhé akvizici. 

A-3.25 Alas, I was unable to transcend the simple human fact that whatever spiritual 

solace I might find, whatever lithophanic eternities might be provided for me, 

nothing could make my Lolita forget the foul lust I had inflicted upon her.  

Bohužel jsem nebyl s to transcendovat prostou lidskou skutečnost, že ať najdu 

jakoukoli duchovní útěchu, ať mi budou poskytnuty jakékoli zřejmé věčné 

pravdy, nic nepřiměje Lolitu zapomenout na hnusnou žádost, kterou jsem na 

ni uvalil. 

A-3.26 and I had a general impression that she must have made Joe Gargery marry 

her by hand.  

a já měl takový povšechný dojem, že k tomu, aby si ji Joe Gargery vzal, musila 

svého muže nepochybně přimět vlastníma rukama. 

A-3.27 It then moved back and forth, from the boy to the potato to Mamer – from best-

looking to worst – and exactly what made the grocer decide in Rudy’s favour 

would for ever be unanswered.  

Pak se ale přesouvala tam a zpátky, z Rudyho na bramboru a zas na Mamera – 

od toho, co bylo nejpříjemnější na pohled, k tomu nejhoršímu. Co přesně přimělo 

kupce přiklonit se na Rudyho stranu, zůstane provždy nejasné. 

A-3.28 Maybe she wanted to make Robin like her simply to deny her the satisfaction 

of disliking her-to win that contest of esteem.  

Možná chtěla Robin přimět, aby si ji oblíbila jen proto, aby jí zkazila potěšení 

z toho, že nemá Denisu ráda - aby vyhrála tuhle soutěž v odhadování druhého. 

A-3.29 She made Kay sit down and bustled around the kitchen, tearing off her coat and 

hat and draping them over a chair.  

Přiměla Kay, aby si sedla, stáhla z ní plášť a klobouk a položila je na židli. 

A-3.30 "So I made Ginny write her own farewell on the wall and come down here to 

wait.  

Proto jsem ji přiměl, aby napsala na zeď své vlastní sbohem a přišla čekat sem. 

A-3.31 Once you make your body die that way it don’t matter whether they keep you 

in the jacket a month on end. 

Jakmile přiměješ své tělo, aby umřelo tímto způsobem, nezáleží na tom, 

nechají-li tě ve svěrací kazajce třeba měsíc. 

A-3.32 But you don't think those blokes up in … wherever it is, up north somewhere, 

Blackpool, d'you think they can't make the computer pick whatever numbers 

they like?’  

Ale nemáš taky dojem, že ta banda tam někde … co já vím, někde na severu, v 

Blackpoolu … prostě že můžou počítač přimět, aby vybíral čísla podle nich?“ 

A-3.33 Did it make people behave better?  

Přimělo lidi, aby se chovali líp? 

 

 

c) nechat 

A-3.34 Last year he had made the sacrist pluck a chicken: the result was hilarious, for 

the sacrist had no idea what to do and there were feathers everywhere.  
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Posledně nechal sakristiána, aby oškubal kuře. Výsledek byl k popukání, 

jelikož chudák sakristián neměl ani tušení, co si má s ptákem počít, a za chvíli 

bylo peří úplně všude. 

A-3.35 "Must we listen to all of this?" another guest asked, waving his cigarette as if it 

were a magic wand which would make Ignatius disappear.  

"Musíme to vážně poslouchat?" ptal se jiný host, mávaje doutníkem, jako by to 

byla kouzelnická hůlka, s jejíž pomocí nechá Ignácia zmizet. 

A-3.36 Russians, he explained, knew how to make things disappear into a ‘Slav mist’, 

which they summoned up to protect themselves from logical yet unpleasant trains 

of thought.  

Rusové, vysvětloval jim, dokážou nechat cokoli zmizet ve „slovanské mlze“, 

kterou si sami vyvolají, aby se chránili před nepříjemným, byť logickým chodem 

myšlenek. 

A-3.37 …and when he thought he was numb enough for sleep, he got up from the cot 

and made Karras stretch out…  

A když si myslel, že je Karras dostatečně otupělý, aby usnul, vstal z lehátka a 

nechal ho, aby se natáhl. 

A-3.38 As the cardinal used to say, deference means making people wait.  

Jak říkával kardinál, podřízenost znamená, že můžete nechat lidi čekat. 

A-3.39 “It will only provoke him to make my house disappear, or something.  

„Jen by ho to vyprovokovalo k tomu, aby nechal zmizet můj dům, nebo k 

něčemu podobnému. 

A-3.40 Then they make trumpets fly about and things.  

Pak nechají poletovat vzduchem nějaké trumpety a kdovíco ještě. 

 

d) Způsobit, že 

A-3.41 we landed it here weeks ago after visiting this planit where they claim to be able 

to make people live for ever.  

Přistáli jsme tady před pár tejdnama, po tom, co jsme navštívili tu planetu, kde 

prý uměj způsobit, že lidé žijí věčně 

A-3.42 Rage made their hair stick out behind and played hell with their color and they 

forgot to zip.  

Vztek způsobí, že jim vzadu na krku odstávají vlasy, že jim obličej hraje všemi 

barvami a zapomínají si zapnout zip. 

A-3.43 ‘I can see that would be a pretty spectacular miracle, making the deaf hear and 

the dumb speak,’ I said.  

„Chápu, že by to byl náramně působivý zázrak, způsobit, aby hluší slyšeli a 

němí mluvili,“ pokračoval jsem. 

 

A-4 Other verbs 

A-4.1 But then, you must make their mother accept you.  

Jenže pak musíš dosáhnout, aby se s tebou jejich matka usmířila. 

A-4.2 But if we can make Tigger feel Small and Sad just for five minutes, we shall 

have done a good deed."  

Když však docílíme toho, aby se Tygr cítil zkrotlý a smutný jen na pět minut, 

vykonali jsme dobrý skutek." 

A-4.3 Making Pablo wear a helmet when he rides his bicycle.”  
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Například když trváš na tom, že by Pablo měl nosit přilbu, když jezdí na kole.“ 

A-4.4 Then he made Weary sit down in the snow and take off his combat boots…  

Potom Wearymu poručil, aby usedl do sněhu a stáhl si vysoké boty, které dal 

krásnému chlapci. 

A-4.5 …and Foe made Maria take a glass of wine.  

…a Joe vybídl Marii, aby vypila skleničku vína. 

A-4.6 “But it is one of the things that makes people be treated as reliable who would 

ordinarily have to spend much more time before attaining that category.”  

…ale je to jedna z věcí, které vedou k tomu, abychom považovali za 

spolehlivé ty lidi, kterým by jinak trvalo mnohem déle, než je do té kategorie 

přijmeme." 

A-4.7 …someone who could make her wishes come true, who could magic her 

grandmother away for ever and make cobras bite Aires-uncle and Carmen-aunty 

to death and enable Camoens to live happily-ever-after;  

…někoho, kdo by mohl splnit její přání, kdo by mohl nějakým fíglem nechat 

navždy zmizet babičku a zařídit, aby kobry uštkly strýčka Airese a tetičku 

Carmen, a tak umožnily Camoensovi žít šťastně až do smrti; 

 

 

A-5 Other means of expressing causation 

A-5.1 Here, too, he read of men who, lying in their beds at dead of night, had been 

tempted (so they said) and led on, by their own bad thoughts, to such dreadful 

bloodshed as it made the flesh creep, and the limbs quail, to think of.  

Rovněž se v nich dočetl o lidech, jež vprostřed noci, když v hlubokém tichu leželi 

na lůžku, jejich vlastní špatné myšlenky ponoukaly (jak aspoň říkali) a svedly ke 

zvěrstvům tak děsným a krvavým, že již pouhé pomyšlení na ně nahánělo husí 

kůži a třasavku do všech údů. 

A-5.2 but the only practical hope lies, not in a return to slavery and serfdom, but in an 

attempt to make machinery take over this mechanical drudgery.  

ale jediná praktická naděje spočívá nikoli v návratu k otroctví a nevolnictví, ale 

ve snaze přenechat tuto mechanickou dřinu strojům. 

A-5.3 It might make folks neglect their work for a minute or two.  

Vždyť by to mohlo naše lidi na pár minut odlákat od práce. 

A-5.4 But in the taxi, back to the hotel, Hannah said something to her - leave it to 

Hannah to make Ruth feel unready to re-enter the world.  

V taxíku cestou zpátky do hotelu jí však Hana něco řekla-něco, co způsobilo, že 

Rút měla pocit, že není připravená vrátit se mezi lidi. 

A-5.5 The only thing Garp could think of-that would perhaps make Alice feel better-

was to confess his own mistakes.  

Garpa napadlo jediné - co by možná Alici trochu pomohlo - , totiž přiznat se jí 

ke svým vlastním chybám. 

A-5.6 it lifted the hair on Harry's scalp and made his heart feel as though it was 

swelling to twice its normal size.  

Harrymu se při ní zježily vlasy a srdce jako by měl dvakrát tak velké jako jindy. 

A-5.7 I hammered at the door, but I could not make the people hear (if there were any 

people inside), and after a time I desisted, and, availing myself of a ditch for the 

greater part of the way, succeeded in crawling, unobserved by these monstrous 

machines, into the pine woods towards Maybury.  
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Zabušil jsem na dveře, ale nikoho uvnitř se mi nepodařilo vyburcovat (pokud 

vůbec uvnitř někdo byl), takže jsem záměr po chvíli vzdal a podařilo se mi 

namísto toho dosáhnout borového lesa táhnoucího se k Maybury (valnou část 

cesty jsem se musel přikrčen plížit příkopem), aniž mne ty nestvůrné stroje 

zpozorovaly. 

A-5.8 Mr Merton was a good deal distressed at the second postponement of the 

marriage, and Lady Julia, who had already ordered her dress for the wedding, 

did all in her power to make Sybil break off the match.  

Druhý odklad svatby velice zarmoutil pana Mertona a lady Julie, která si už k 

těm obřadům dala ušít šaty, usilovně přemlouvala Sibylu, aby se s lordem 

Arturem prostě rozešla. 

A-5.9 In the long run I think it makes people imagine I've come through something 

extraordinary, something which at some point they have to experience for 

themselves, both parents dead.  

S odstupem času mám pocit, že to v lidech probouzí dojem, že jsem prožila 

něco mimořádného, něco, co jednou, až jim umřou oba rodiče, potká i je. 

A-5.10 I don't want to cause a scene that might make people talk about us…  

Nechci vyvolat nějakou scénu, která by lidem zavdala důvod k řečem o nás. 

A-5.11 Worshipping proportion, Sir William not only prospered himself but made 

England prosper…  

Zůstával-li nad věcí, prospíval sir William nejen sobě, ale také Anglii… 

A-5.12 This happens every year: we forget that Cecilia likes to say grace before 

Christmas lunch, and she deliberately doesn't remind us until the last minute so 

that she can make everybody feel chastened or edified or otherwise put in 

their place.  

Je to stejné každý rok: zapomeneme, že Cecilia se před svátečním jídlem modlí, 

a ona nám to schválně nepřipomene do poslední chvilky, aby všechny vytrestala 

nebo zušlechtila nebo jinak srovnala do latě. 

A-5.13 … he might eventually try to make the pamphlet serve as an instrument of his 

personal advancement, not to speak of his corporeal salvation.  

… že mohl onen pamflet použít coby nástroj ke zvýšení osobního prospěchu, 

neřku-li své fyzické záchrany. 

A-5.14 …Krum hadn't seen the Snitch at all, he was just making Lynch copy him.  

…Krum Zlatonku vůbec neviděl a nešlo mu o nic jiného, než aby ho Lynch 

napodobil. 

A-5.15 …but nothing anyone said or did could make Harry feel any better, because 

they knew only half of what was troubling him.  

Nic z toho, co kdo řekl nebo udělal, však nedokázalo Harrymu zlepšit 

náladu, protože všichni znali jen polovinu z toho, co ho tížilo. 

A-5.16 „The question is,“ said Alice, „whether you can make words mean so many 

different things.“  

„Jde o to,“ řekla Alenka, „jestli dokážete, aby slovo mělo různý význam.“ 

A-5.17 As a rule she tended to make people feel uncomfortable…  

V lidech pravidelně budila jistý nepokoj… 

A-5.18 Holding Philip’s forefinger between his own thumb and finger, the monk made 

the boy touch his father’s eyelid and bring it down until it covered the dreadfully 

staring eyeball.  

Mnich uchopil jeho ukazováček mezi vlastní palec a ukazováček, pak mu prst 

přitiskl na otcovo víčko a tlačil ho dolů, dokud nezakrylo děsivě upřené oční 

bulvy. 
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A-5.19 Make' em be doctors and lawyers and such.  

…koukejte z nich udělat doktory a právníky a podobně. 

A-5.20 Every men's room made Garp remember every W.C.;  

Každý pánský záchodek v Garpově paměti vybavoval evropské WC; 

A-5.21 I mean … what makes things break up like they do?"  

Ale chtěl bych vědět … jak to přijde, že se může všechno takhle zvrtnout?" 

A-5.22 She made Mary collect the crusts and pieces of broken bread to help to make 

Tuesday’s bread-pudding.  

Poručila Mary posbírat kůrky a zbytky nalámaného chleby na úterní chlebový 

nákyp. 

A-5.23 When someone of eighty, or seventy, or fifty-four commits suicide, it’s called 

softening of the brain, post-menopausal depression, or a final swipe of mean 

vanity designed to make others feel guilty.  

Když spáchá sebevraždu člověk, jemuž je osmdesát, sedmdesát či třeba 

čtyřiapadesát, přičítá se to měknutí mozku, depresi po klimakteriu či poslednímu 

záchvatu zlomyslné ješitnosti, jímž se rozhodl vyvolat v ostatních pocit viny. 

A-5.24 Manipulative intelligence without reason is dangerous because it makes people 

move in directions that may be self-destructive from the standpoint of reason.  

Manipulativní inteligence bez rozvažování je nebezpečná, protože vede k 

pohybu ve směru, který může být autodestruktivní z hlediska rozumu. 

A-5.25 It is nearly always foggy at Novastoshnah, except when the sun comes out and 

makes everything look all pearly and rainbow-coloured for a little while.  

Na Novastošně je téměř neustále mlhavo, vyjma když slunce vysvitne a ozáří 

vše na chvíli, až vše září perlami a duhami. 

A-5.26 They gave him a scar "- - - he was illustrating, pulling at the corner of his eye - 

-" that made his eye look a little bit closed, just a little…  

Udělali mu jizvu-, "předváděl to tak, že si stáhl koutek oka -," a tím měl oko 

trošičku přivřené, jenom trošku… 

A-5.27 No, don't be stupid, you can't make someone come just by thinking of them.  

Ne, nebuď hloupá, přece si někoho nepřivoláš jen tím, že na něj budeš myslet. 

A-5.28 ‘Is a good a for get about, you know?’ said the mouse in a familiar tone which 

made Bigwig shake his ears with irritation.  

„Lip se v ní běhá, víš,“ vysvětloval hraboš familiárním tónem, až se 

Hlavounovi zachvěly slechy pohoršením. 

A-5.29 Boys is wery obstinit, and wery lazy, Gen'l'men, and there's nothink like a good 

hot blaze to make 'em come down vith a run.  

Kluci jsou ukrutně paličatý, páni, a ukrutně líní, a není nad pořádnej fajr, když 

je jeden chce dostat dólu na to tata. 

A-5.30 It seems that Mr Zapp, despite his somewhat Neanderthal appearance and loutish 

manners, is really quite clever and knows all about these fashionable people like 

Chomsky and Saussure and Lévi-Strauss that Robin has been browbeating the 

rest of you with, or at least enough about them to make Robin look fairly silly.  

Zdá se, že prof. Zapp je vzdor svému poněkud neandrtálskému vzezření a 

klackovitému chování přece jen vzdělaný člověk a zřejmě se vyzná ve všech těch 

módních jménech, jako jsou Chomsky a Saussure a Lévi-Strauss, kterými vás 

Robin vždycky zastrašoval, nebo o nich ví aspoň tolik, aby mohl Robina 

zesměšnit. 

A-5.31 She upbraided him for lack of love, for wasting their life, for being cold of 

temperament, and many other things that made his heart grieve.  
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Obvinila jej z nedostatku lásky, ze zničení svého života, z toho, že k ní byl vždy 

jen chladný a z mnoha dalších věcí, které jeho srdce ještě víc naplnily žalem. 

A-5.32 In the weeks ahead, indeed right up to the wedding ceremony itself, Giustiniana 

used all her charm and her manipulative skills to make the marriage happen, 

even as a sharp anxiety began to gnaw at her.  

V následujících týdnech, jež měly vyústit ve svatební obřad, využívala 

Giustiniana veškerého svého šarmu a obratnosti k tomu, aby ke svatbě došlo, 

přestože v ní začínala hlodat ostrá úzkost. 

A-5.33 …she was the only living being capable of making Dixon sympathise with 

him.  

…byla jedinou žijící bytostí, schopnou vyvolat v Dixonovi sympatie k jeho 

osobě. 

A-5.34 …the one good thing if the Russians take over is they’ll make religion go 

extinct.  

…kdyby to tu Rusové převzali, aspoň jedno by jim schvalovala: zrušili by 

náboženství. 

A-5.35 He keeps threatening to walk out and expects me to make everyone behave. 

Neustále vyhrožuje, že končí, a očekává, že já všechny zkrotím. 

A-5.36 "Oh, God." He had feared it, but having his fear realized made his stomach 

roil.  

„Ach bože.“ Toho se bál, a když se to stalo skutečností, udělalo se mu zle od 

žaludku. 

A-5.37 said Isabella addressing Mrs. Manresa silently and thereby making silence add 

its unmistakable contribution to talk.  

oslovila Isabella paní Manresovou mlčky a tím mlčením zřetelně přispěla k 

hovoru. 

A-5.38 Without the tension of awareness' of, without paying attention, without 

categorizing or fixating in order to make something come alive or to 

accommodate interpretation…  

V této nenucené kontemplaci neexistuje napětí stavu vědomí „něčeho“, na nic se 

tu neupíná pozornost, není tu kategorizace ani žádná fixace na to, aby se něco 

vyvolalo v život nebo se přizpůsobilo interpretaci. 

A-5.39 But you always said pursuit planes were ours because it made people feel better.  

Ale člověk vždycky říká, že stíhačky jsou naše, protože to lidem dělá dobře. 

A-5.40 Have you no shame to make your mummy weep?  

Nemáš v sobě kouska studu, že doháníš maminku k pláči? 

A-5.41 She missed him for the more important reason that he had been the only man in 

the world who could make her body achieve the act of love.  

Chyběl jí z mnohem důležitějšího důvodu – byl totiž jediným mužem na světě, 

který dokázal přivést její tělo k vyvrcholení aktu lásky. 

A-5.42 Serge tries to ask Sophie how she can make her hair stand up like that…  

Serge se snaží Sophie zeptat, jak se jí povedlo takhle naježit vlasy… 

A-5.43 Homer Wells would have made that summer last the rest of his life if he could 

have.  

Kdyby Homer Wells mohl, byl by toto léto prodloužil až do konce svého 

života. 

A-5.44 I never told you the baby was adopted because it made everything seem 

worse—that we adopted that baby, and then the way we screwed up.  

Neprozradil jsem ti, že jsme ho adoptovali, protože tím se zdá všechno ještě 

horší - že jsme to dítě adoptovali a potom jsme všechno zkazili. 
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A-5.45 He wanted them to make people feel good.  

Chtěl, aby dokázaly lidi potěšit 

A-5.46 Perhaps it was the stalemate that made Sonny Corleone embark on the bloody 

course of attrition that ended in his own death.  

Snad právě onen mrtvý bod dal popud k tomu, že se Sonny Corleone vydal 

na krvavou nelítostnou stezku, která ho zavedla k vlastní smrti. 

A-5.47 Most often they heard repetitive chanting, the same phrases over and over, though 

sometimes, as if she were allowed a moment of her own, the high lyrical voice 

soared into melodies that made Kira hold her breath in awe.  

Nejčastěji se ozývalo monotónní prozpěvování stejných pasáží pořád dokola, ale 

někdy zřejmě zůstávala na chvíli o samotě a pak její vysoký, zvučný hlásek 

stoupal a trylkoval v melodiích, nad kterými se Kiře úžasem tajil dech. 

 

  

A-6 Different translation (causation lost) 

A-6.1 But it made Charlie miss Johnny more.  

Přesto Charlotte měla z té novinky rozporuplné pocity. 

A-6.2 But somehow she made dishabille look fetching.  

Ale nějak se jí podařilo zůstat i přesto okouzlující. 

A-6.3 Door, who had been somewhat subdued, said,‘ When they want to make 

children behave themselves in the Underside, they tell them,“ Behave, or 

Serpentine will take you.”’  

Dvířka, která byla celou dobu zaražená, prohlásila:" Když malé děti v Rubu zlobí, 

říkají jim: 'Buďte hodní, nebo si vás vezme Serpentina'." 

A-6.4 Harry went right after Black, who was still making Snape drift along ahead of 

them;  

Harry se držel těsně za Siriusem, který nadále dohlížel na Snapea plujícího 

vzduchem před nimi. 

A-6.5 Rita Skeeter never makes anyone look good.  

"Rita Holoubková v životě o nikom nenapsala ani řádku dobrou. “ 

A-6.6 All right, it's a bit safer, but it makes the handling go all soggy.  

Trochu bezpečnější je, to ano, ale řízení s ním postrádá veškerou šťávu. 

A-6.7 ‘A little grease is what makes this world go round.  

"Kdyby se sem tam něco nepodmazalo, svět by se přestal točit. 

A-6.8 Door paused on the stage, wondering how to make the guards let Richard go.  

Dvířka se zastavila na jevišti a uvažovala, jak Richardovi pomoci. 

A-6.9 he'd been arrested, jostled, insulted and thrown out of so many places in his 

efforts to make people understand the danger the planet faced, that one more 

custard pie didn't upset him very much.  

V rámci svého úsilí přinést jim informace o stavu planety byl tolikrát ponižován 

a dokonce i zatčen, že ho nějaký dort do obličeje navíc nemohl rozhodit. 

A-6.10 Course, a broken neck would probably make m'father go easy on me."  

Třeba si i zlámu vaz, čímž ušetřím svému otci práci.“ 

A-6.11 She always made everything seem like fun.  

Všechno dokázala zvládnout, poradila si. 

A-6.12 I shipped on a spouter once, the cap’n was the blackest brute you’ve ever seen, 

them three years make Prophetess seem a Sunday pleasure punt!’  
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Jednou jsem se plavil na velrybářský lodi a kapitán byl největší kruťas, jakýho 

jste kdy viděli, nějaký tři roky tady na Věštkyni jsou proti tomu nedělní 

projížďka jen tak pro plezír!“ 

A-6.13 Tell me, now, in constructing a robot as humanoid as this one, with the deliberate 

purpose of having it pass as human  is it not necessary to make its brain possess 

properties as close to that of the human brain as possible?"  

Řekněte mi nyní, když se sestrojuje robot tak podobný člověku, jako je tenhle, 

kterého mají všichni přijímat jako člověka, není nutné, aby se jeho mozkové 

vlastnosti co nejvíc podobaly vlastnostem lidského mozku?“ 

A-6.14 We could not make Karl feel good and for a long time we could not feel good 

ourselves.  

Karel měl radost zkaženou a dlouho jsme ji měli zkaženou i my. 

A-6.15 He had made his cheek bleed.  

Ranka stále krvácela… 

A-6.16 ‘I cannot make your wife appear, Jason Bourne!’ shouted the frightened 

minion.  

„Já vaši ženu sehnat nemůžu, Jasone Bourne!“ vykřikl vyděšený poskok. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


